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CH&PTEfi I 

IKTBOWJCTIOM 

This study was initiated to determine the soundness 

of certain phases of the counseling and visiting teacher 

program in a selected school system of a metropolitan 

area. It was believed that investigation of those pro-

grams would prove t© be of significant value to those 

individuals who were in charge of the guidance program© 

in those schools, and that ultimately the full benefit® 

of these investigations would be received by the students. 

Statement of the Problem 

The problem of this study was to determine the rela-

tionship that exists between criteria established by the 

Council of Chief State School Officers and certain prac-

tices of the counselors and visiting teachers in the 

selected junior high schools of that area. This problem 

posed two cubproblems which are stated a® followst 

1. What are the actual practices and division of 

duties of the counselors and visiting teachers in the 

selected Junior high schools? 

2. To what extent do practices of the counselors 

visiting teacher® of the selected junior high schools 



conform to the criteria established by the Council of 

Chief State School Officers? 

Hypothesis 

It was the hypothesis of this study that the prac-

tices of the counselors and visiting teachers of the 

selected Junior high school® were consistent with the 

criteria established by th® Council of Chief State School 

Officers, 

Background and Significance of the Study 

Because of expanding pupil personnel services in the 

schools throughout the nation, it has seemed advisable to 

attempt to define the specific duties assigned to various 

members of the pupil personnel team* $he Council of Chief 

State School Officers has conducted such a study and has 

published it® findings, These criteria have been used t© 

evaluate the existing program ©f referral to the coun-

selors and visiting teachers in the selected Junior high 

schools. An evaluation of this nature should facilitate 

more services to more pupils at a more economical cost 

since overlapping and wasted effort might be avoided. 

Since September* 1944, the Fort Worth, fexae, School 

System has had an organized guidance program in the 

secondary schools, this guidance program grew out of the 

realization that pupils who entered the schools were 



different in intelligence* command of the tool subjects, 

specific aptitudes and interest®, and physical and emo-

tional maturation, 

fhe guidance program which was initiated was devel-

oped toy using the principles presented in Appendix A. It 

was also 'built around two basic functions: namely, the 

distributive function, which seeks to place pupils into 

the activities of the school® and the courses offered by 

the school® on the basis of their abilities and interests; 

and the adjustive function, which seeks to assist indi-

vidual pupils to solve as far as possible any problem that 

may arise, fhese concepts are described by the following 

quotation from Hutson: 

The distributive function 
$o acquaint the'pupils with the educational and 

vocational opportunities of the world, 
fo acquaint the pupils with their own power, 

interest, and limitations. 
fo help the child at times of selection and 

decision. 
She adjustive function 

fo prevent maladjustment. 
fo identify eases of maladjustment of various 

types and to identify them in their lncipiency if 
possible* 

So diagnose eases of maladjustment. 
$o arrive at remedial treatment, administer it, 

and follow through.1 

This underlying philosophy of these two functions of 

guidance or guidance points of view (distributive and 

i 
Percival 'W. Hut son, fhe Guidance function in Muca-

tlon (Hew Tork, 1958), p. ^ 



adjustive) appears to toe substantiated "by the following 

statement of Humphrey and Traxlerj "The guidance point of 

view may be defined more specifically as the attitude that 

aim® to help the individual. from this statement it 

appears that the entire counseling and visiting teacher 

programs in an educational institution are dependent upon 

a set of attitudes dedicated toward the initiation and 

perpetuation of these programs. 

She guidance program has operated in each school 

under the direction of the principal, vice-principal» 

dean, counselors, and teachers. The counseling has been 

done by the vice-principal, deaas, and teacher-counselors. 

The standard load for the teacher-counselor has been 100 

pupils per period. These teacher-counselor® have also 

been relieved of some teaching duties in that they do not 

teach more than three periods a day* The loads of th® 

vice-principal® and deans have remained about 100 pupils 

each.^ The vlsiting teachers are not assigned a specific 

number of case® but work on a referral basis. The visit-

ing teacher load is determined by elementary school areas 

and their respective sisee. 

2, 
«T. iU Humphrey ana Arthur £, Traxler. Guidance 

Services (Chicago, 1954), p. 4. ^ ~ 

Effort Worth Public School Bulletin. Mo. 6 (fort 
Worth, 19567. 



The program of guidance services in the junior and 

senior high schools ia basically, at the present time* the 

same as it has been over th© past sixteen year®, However, 

the program has been improved by the use of certificated 

personnel and the addition of full-time counselors in the 

schools with enrollments over 800 students. She need for 

continued improvement and for guiding criteria is still 

present. In the Sew Standards for (guidance in I'eacaa Pub-

lie Schools« the implication appears to be that a 

continuing program toward improvement is necessary and 

advisable, and these standards are to be used as & guide 

for improvement* 

fi?h© initiation of th© guidance program in the Fort 

Worth School System closely parallel® that of many other 

school systems, fh® insistence by American educator® ©n 

emphasizing the importance of the individual has con-

tributed to the emergence of several pupil personnel 

positions. Titles such as guidance counselor, director 

of guidance, school psychologist, and school social worker 

are now conaaonplace* However, it is not easy to identify 

the tasks that on# such person would perform ©imply from 

knowing his title. 

4L 
fexa® Jducation Agency, lew Btandardg for Guidance 

in fexagi Public Schools (Austin, 



In many instances a counselor in on® school, a school 

psychologist in another, and a social worker in still 

another school may be doing quite similar tasks* la other 

cases th© relationship among tasks of these three may be 

only superficial,** For th# purpose of this study these 

persons will be referred to as th® counselor and visiting 

teacher. Some of the variance in duties among pupil per-

sonnel positions in schools is due to circumstances that 

are peculiar to the local school in which they exist. 

Mainly, this variance is the result of lack of agreement 

on the definitions of tasks assigned to those occupying 

pupil personnel positions. 

After a review of the literature in the field of coun-

seling, the functions and duties of the counselors appear 

to be that of helping students solve educational and voca-

tional problems. Two writers in th© field of visiting 

teacher work, Sayles? and Culbert,8 maintain that there 

is a variance in duties} they appear to have summarized 

the function® and duties of the visiting teachers by sug-

gesting that the visiting teachers* services are devoted 

?fi, Wray Strowig, "Clarifying the Tasks of Pupil Per-
sonnel Workers," Administrators Notebook, fh® University 
of Chicago, IX, loTfj (Chicago, January, 1961), 1, 

6Ibid, 

B, Sayles, The Problem Ghild in School (New 
xoxjC i 19(29)» 

8Jane.F• Culbert, The Visiting Teacher at Work (New 
York, 1930). 



primarily to the needs of those individual children who 

present problems of scholarship or conduct ©f a baffling, 

erratic, troublesome, or suspicious nature^ or who show 

signs of 'apparent neglect or other difficulties which the 

regular staff finds itself unable to understand ©r t© deal 

with un&idtd, 

Although these statements show some line of division 

between the two pupil personnel positions, there is a need 

for a clarification and establishment ©f more definitive 

areas of specific tasks for the counselor and the visiting 

teacher, fhis need is brought out in the Harlingen, Texas 

study^ in that uncertainty has been voiced by the special 

service personnel themselves about their functions in the 

school structure, and friction in a few instances among 

the specialists may be a reflection of this professional 

insecurity* 

In order to define the roles of special service per-

sonnel, student needs must first be defined, then these 

needs translated into organized duty assignments, fhrough 

the process of definition, it is hoped that special serv-

ice personnel will avoid assuming rights and responsi-

bilities which correctly belong to others and that at the 

Q , 
xhe State Committee on Integration of Counseling, 

School ifursing and Visiting feacher Services, fh® Seam 
HSSfe gggd&adh. £ Z H S 1 S M IffiBSEfe of the Hao-lin^en Project 
(Austin, Texas, Fall, 195IJT " 1 ~ — 
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same tin© the respect and understanding of each special 

©ervice person mill be increased, 

Ties© statements by writers in the field of the 

special services appear to represent the generalised 

ideology that prevails at the moment. There is an appar-

ent need for specific ideology and criteria for use in the 

program. It is believed that the effectiveness of the 

counselors and the visiting teachers, and that of the 

entire guidance program, can be increased by referring 

students on the basis of sound criteria which will prevent 

the overlapping of tasks, duties, and functions of the 

counselors and the visiting teachers. 

Definitions of Terms 

1, Counselort "The counselor is a regularly quali-

fied teacher who holds a permanent high school teaching 

certificate or six-year elementary teaching certificate 

with at least eighteen semester hours of advanced course 

credit bearing directly upon counseling and guidance."*0 

2. Probation Officer: "The probation officer is a 

state or local official who is responsible for the super-

vision of person© on probation and to whom the latter must 

report at regular intervals. 

10 
£, P» Sturgeon, Instructions for Pompleting the giaal Application for funds. Gilmer-Aiken 12-74.Q fAiTftti n. 

August, 1949). 
11 
Carter V. Good, Dictionary of Education (New Tork, 

1945), p. 309. 



3. Probation Pupilj The probation pupil is "a 

pupil enrolled in school but under supervisory control of 
12 

a probation officer from the courts." 

4. itefeiTal* "The referral is a pupil who has been 

referred to an agency for help and study. 

5» Soundness? Soundness, as used in this study, 

means meeting the requirements of the criteria established 

by the Gouncil of Chief State School Officers. 

6. Social Case Method: "The social case method is a 

diagnostic and remedial procedure based on investigation 

of a person, in order to acquire knowledge of his history, 

home conditions, and all influences that may cause his 
1& 

maladjustment or behavior difficulties.w 

7. Tisiting Teacher: . The visiting teacher is a 

social worker in a school setting, whose principal func-

tion is to give help to individual pupils, whose problems 

cannot be adequately cared for by the regular school 

staff. 

8. Visiting teacher and school social worker are 

used synonymously. 

Limitations of the Study 

This study was made and proceeded under the following 

limitations j 

12Ibid.. p. 309. 15|bid. 14Ibid.. p. 58. 
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1, This study was limited to the referral practices 

to counselors and visiting teachers in the selected school 

system. 

2. This study was limited to the fourteen junior 

high schools for white children in the selected school 

system. 

$. This study was limited to the academic years 

1959-1960 and 1960-1961. 

4* This study was confined to individual counseling 

and visiting teacher aspects of those d@sign.ated junior 

high schools* 

5, This study was limited to 700 subject cases 

chosen from the files of the counselors of the fourteen 

junior high schools which were included in the study 

and 200 cases taken from the central files of the visiting 

teachers in the s&ae school system. 

Procedures for Collecting Data 

Data relative to this study were collected in the 

following manner and from the following sources; 

1, The criteria which underlie both the counseling 

program and the visiting teacher program were taken from 

the policy statement of the Council of Chief State School 

Officers, 

2. Data relative to the actual practices and pro-

cedures that now exist in the counseling program in the 
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selected school system were obtained from the files of 

each of the fourteen junior high schools for white 

children. 

It was essential to determine the number of eases 

that were referred to the counselors in the selected 

school system for the selected two-year period. Investi-

gation revealed that there were approximately 2,380 cases 

that were referred to the counselors of the various junior 

high schools included in this study during that time 

interval. 

It was decided, in order to obtain the sample neces-

sary for this study* to utilize every fourth referral to 

the counselors. The sample consists of 700 subjects which 

represent approximately 25 per cent of the entire group of 

referrals to the counselors. 

After the sampling had been completed and the indi-

vidual oases included in the study were examined* it 

became apparent that the reasons for referrals varied in 

nature both numerically and qualitatively. A compilation 

was made of the referral®, and a list of the various 

reasons for the referral® was made, from this list thirty 

basic categories for the specific referrals were developed. 

3. Data relative to actual practices and procedure© 

that now exist in the visiting teacher program in the 
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selected school system were taken from the central files 

of the visiting teachers, 

A determination of the number of oases that were 

referred to the visiting teachers in the junior high 

schools in the selected schools for the two-year period 

was made* Investigation revealed that there were approxi-

mately 400 cases that were referred to the visiting 

teachers of the various junior high schools included in 

this study during that time interval. 

It was decided, in order to obtain the sample neces-

sary, to utilize every other referral to the visiting 

teachers, fhie sample consisted ©f 200 subjects, which 

represented approximately 50 per cent of the entire group 

of referrals. 

After the sampling had been completed and the indi-

vidual eases examined, it became apparent that the reasons 

for referral varied in number and type. A listing of the 

various reasons for referral was made, and from this list 

twenty basic categories for thee© specific referrals were 

developed. 

Procedures for treating Data 

She data which were collected in this study were sub-

jected to the following procedurest 

1. The referrals to both the counselors and the 

visiting teachers, which were taken directly from the 
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referral cards, were listed and categorized to show to 

whom the referrals were made. 

2. fhe evaluative criteria established by the 

Council of Chief Stat® School Officers were then applied 

to these specific categories for referral. This applica-

tion consisted of comparing actual practicesi namely, 

specific representative referrals from both the counselor 

files and visiting teacher files with the criteria for 

both the counselor and the visiting teacher. fhe purpose 

of this comparison was to determine to whom these specific 

referrals should have been made. 

Outline of the Study 

fhis study was divided into five chapters in the fol-

lowing organisational manners 

Chapter I includes the introduction to the study, the 

statement of the problem, the hypothesis, the definitions, 

the limitations, and the procedures. 

Chapter IX includes the description and establishment 

of the criteria underlying the counseling and the visiting 

teacher program. 

Chapter III is concerned with the analysis of cases 

within the schools selected for the purpose of this 

study. 
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Chapter IT includes the results of the application of 

data obtained in Chapter II to til© data obtained in 

Chapter III. 

Chapter ? consists of a summary* conclusions, and 

recommendations. 



CHAPTER II 

CRITERIA FOR SOOTB EBFSSKAItS 

flits chapter is concerned with the description of 

criteria which were utilized in. this study. A policy 

statement issued by the Council of Chief State School 

Officers entitled Responsibilities o£ State Departments 

of Education for Pupil Personnel Services3" was used as 

the criteria for the functions of both the counselors and 

•visiting teachers, Opinions of writer# in the fields of 

counseling and visiting teacher programs have "been used to 

substantiate the selection of these criteria as well as to 

point out the problems net by these pupil personnel 

workers. 

The development and ultimate publication of the 

policy statement issued by the Council of Chief State 

School Officer® is described in the following paragraph; 

This policy statement was derived through study 

analysis, evaluation and crystallization of the most 

desirable proved practices in the nation in the project 

area, pupil personnel services. The study was conducted 

1 
Council of Chief State School Officers, Heap eligi-

bilities of State Department a of Mucation for Pupil 
Personnel Service© '(Washington* D. 0. t I960). 

15 
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by a coamittee mad© Bp of representatives from the Council, 

the Halted States Offie© of Education, state departments 

of education, and consultants in the area of pupil person-

nel service. The policy statement was the result of 

nearly three years of study, ©valuation» and revision. 

It was published to serve as a basic guide for state 

2 
achool aystems. 

Function of the Counselor 

fhe policy statement of the Council of Chief State 

School Officers describes the functions of th® counselor 

as follows? 

1, Collecting, organizing, and interpreting 
information appropriate to an understanding of the 
pupils' abilities, aptitudes, interest®, and other 
personal characteristics related to educational-
career planning and progress and satisfactory 
personal-social adjustment, 

2. Making available to pupils, parents, and 
teachers information useful to them in understanding 
educational and career opportunities and requirements, 
personal and social relationships related to the 
choice and progress in an educational program and an 
occupational field. 

3* Providing individual counseling tos (a) 
help the pupil and parent develop a better under-
standing of the pupil*s characteristics and 
potentialities, (b) help the pupil, with parent 
assistance, make educational and career plane, in 
light of understanding of self, in relation to oppor-
tunities and requirements, (c) stimulate and assist 

S, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 
Office of Education, £ Policy-Developing Agency* 
Ho. 93560? (Washington, 195?)• 
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the pupils in carrying out appropriate plans for 
education, and career, and (d) prepare ©elected 
pupils, and their parents, for referral to other 
appropriate sources of assistance. 

4. Providing group guidance activities toi 
(a) orient pupils to educational opportunities and 
procedure© at various grade levels, (b) inform them 
about occupational and military service opportunities 
and requirements, (c) assist them in making normal 
personal adjustments and social contacts, and (d) 
help them make transitions from on® school level to 
another or to out-of-school activities. 

5. Providing placement services for individual 
pupils to assist them int (a) making appropriate 
transitions from one school level to another, one 
school to another, or school to employment, and (b) 
obtaining financial aid to continue their educational 
development, such as scholarship® and loans, and 
obtaining part time or summer employment. 

6. Providing administrators and teachers with 
information about individual pupil® or pupil groups 
that is useful in planning and in providing school 
programs to facilitate the full development of pupil 
potential. 

7. Collecting, analysing, and interpreting 
information needed to evaluate the guidance program, 
providing guidance information which may be used in 
evaluating the school program in terms of its ability 
to develop human potential*? 

Junctional Criteria Regarding .Referrals to the 
Counselors faken fro® the Literature 

In an effort to further substantiate the selected 

criteria for this study, the related literature was 

reviewed, and certain statements and findings that were 

germane to this study are presented. 

Eouuaan conducted a study in the Montebello Unified 

School DEL strict of Los Angeles County and found that 

^Council of Chief State School Officers, 0£. cit., 
pp. 12-14. 
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academic failure was the chief reason for referral for 

guidance said that home factors should determine referrals 
4. 

to the guidance clinic. 

In 1958, Tennyson made a study to determine how the 

counselor spent his time. He found that most of the time 

was spent in counseling students with vocational and 

educational problems, ** 

In a report by 0. C» Stewart, the theme is that a 

major portion of the counselor's time was given to attend-

ance, discipline, and chores other than counseling on 

vocational, educational, and personal problems,** 

Dugan says the counselor helps to establish and 

clarify vocational goals, institutes and administers a 

testing program, administers follow-up and placement 

services, has charge of the orientation of new pupils and 

development of cumulative records, and develops a library 

of occupational information.? 

Jack Bouaan, "School Children's Problems as Belated 
to Parental factors»M Journal of Mucational hosearch. L 
(September, 1956), 105-112. 

^Willard W. Tennyson, "Time 1 The Counselor's 
Dilemma,* The Personnel and Guidance Journal. XXXVII 
(October, TWJ7Ta5=I35r" ~ 

£• Stewart, "A Bill of lights for School Coun-
selors," the, Pergocnel and guidance Journal. XXXQII 
(March, 1959), 500-$03. 

^Willis E._ Dugan, "Guidance and Counseling Services 
in Senior Hxgh School,H Bulletin of National Association 
2i Secondary School Principals. xZZlV (March,"B50), 45-^. 
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The duties of the counselor, as suggested by foulk, 

are as follows: be aware of -and make use of ©oamunlty 

agencies, interpret the guidance program to tit® school and 

the community, administer the orientation program for new 

students, perform a follow-up study of students into high 
8 

ochool, and administer the testing program. 

Croheen and Ghlsen make the following comments on the 

duties of the counselors conduct individual interviews, 

administer the testing program, make home visits, deal 

with attendance* consult with the staff, conduct orienta-

tion of new students, cheek student credit for graduation, 

and counsel failing students,^ 

Seals, in his writings, says the counselor should 

perform these dutiest conduct orientation of new pupils, 

develop cumulative records, develop occupational informa-

tion, and administer follow-up and placement services. 

McOoabs states that the duties of the counselor are; 

to administer the testing program, develop occupational 

8S®bert 1. foulk, "How Hay Guidance Be Effective in 
the Junior High School," Bulletin of national Association 
of Secondary School Principals. XlHv ' (March« 19$®), 247-

^Phillip Goheen and Herle Ohlsen, "tfhe G-uidanee 
Worker1s Job and Preparation,* Bulletin of Rational Asso-
ciation of Secondary School Principals, HxiV (January, 

1G 
* tester M. Beals, f,2!he Guidance Program In Collin 

Kelly Junior High School,"' Bulletin of Hational Associa-
" ,on of Secondary School Principal s»"XkllV (January. 
^>—243-257. ' * 
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information, and administer- follow-up suad placement 

services."̂ " 

la another article by Dug an, the duties of the coun-

selor are outlined as orientation ©f new pupils, keeping 

of cumulative records, helping students with educational 

planning, helping students with vocational planning, 

administering the testing program, following up into high 

school, acting as the connecting link between school, 

IP 

clinical, and specialized referral services, 

Ausubel nakes the statement that the duty of the 

counselor is to help to establish aad clarify vocational 

services.^ 

the duties of the counselor as stated by Smery are; 

keeping records, assisting students in educational 

planning, assisting students in vocational planning, and 
14. 

aaaking follow-up studies. 

D, lie Combs, "students Meed Better Counseling, 
School Executive» MX (June, 1951), 65* 

12 
Willis 1. Bugan, "Counseling and Guidance in the 

Secondary SchoolJBulletin of^National Association of 

^Bavid P* Ausubel, "Problems of Adolescent Adjust-
Bulletin of .Rational Association of Secondary 

School Principals, jjaaY (January, i$$0), 1-84. 
14 
Donald Smery, "Staff formulates Objectives for 

Guidance Services," School Heview. LXX (September, 1951), 
^47-3*9. 
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la an article by Haynard, the duties of the counselor 

are stated as follows! to assist students in subject 

selection, provide students with occupational information, 

administer the testing program, administer the placement 

service, and assist students in educational planning.15 

Traacler suggests the duties of the counselor are a® 

follows: develop cumulative records, administer the 

testing program, conduct individual interviews, provide 

students with occupational information, and make follow-
16 

up studies into high school. 

In another article by Seals, th® duties of the coun-

selor are again stated asi individual counseling on 

selection of a career, providing students with vocational 

information, administering th® testing program, and 

administering th® follow-up studies."^ 

Hitchcock, in his writings, says the duties of the 

counselor are: to assist pupils who are failing school 

work, assist pupils in course planning, assist teachers 

"^Suth C. Maynard, MIeed for Improvement in Counsel-
ing Procedures *M School Be view, I»II1 (November, 1945). 
530-533. 

IS 
Arthur 1# Traxler, "Emerging Trends in Guidance,n 

School Review. LVIII (January, 1950), 14-23. 

^Lester M. Beals, "Our Students' Heed for Voca-
tional Guidance,* School Executive. LIXII (November. 
1952), 52-53. 
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with pupil problems, inteipret test results, serve on the 

curriculum planning committee, and oomid with, parents, 

from the writings of Brooks and Kaplan, the duties 

of the counselor ax® listed as follows; to administer the 

testing program, develop the cumulative records, provide 

orientation for new pupils, assist pupils in the selection 

of electives, and provide occupational information to the 

students.^ 

Bacon, in his article, states the duties of the coun-

selor asi assisting individual students with vocational 

problems, assisting individual students with emotional 

problems, administering the testing program, and referring 
OA 

oases to other agencies* 

fh® United States Office of Education bulletin by 

Catherine Oook says that the duties of the counselor are 

as followss with children in regular attendance in school, 

the purpose of the guidance program is to assist them to 

choose wisely aaoau the possibilities the school offers, 

and to take full advantage of such opportunities; to 

^William L* Hitchcock, "Counselors feel They 
(October Journal. £GOI 

lQ 
Harold B» Brooks and Leon L. Kaplan, "(Guidance 

Principle® and Practices," Bulletin of Rational Associa-
|lo|^of^Secondary School Principaist"la^ (December.

 :" 

20 
Francis L. Bacon, "What Is Expected of the Coun-

selors," School Review, LVII (January, 1949), $7-41. 
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insure that each learns more about himself and M s 

capacities and abilities, and how increasingly to adjust 

satisfactorily to the complicated provisions and need of 
PI 

education and life after school. 

2?he functions of the counselors as described by the 

writer® in the field closely parallel the policy state-

ments of the Council of Chief State School Officer#. Both 

the writers in the field of counseling and the Council of 

Chief Stat© School Officers tend to concur that the func-

tions of the counselor are to collect, organise, and make 

available to students, by individual conference and group 

orientation, Information relative to educational and 

career planning* 

Problems Met by the Counselor 

fh© writers in the field tend to be more specific 

than the Council of Chief State School Officers in that 

they identify snd describe problems met by the counselor, 

these problems are listed as follows! 

1, Adjustment to school work 

a. time spent in study 

b, worry about grades 

o. worry about examinations 

21 
Catherine M. Cook, The Place of the 7ialtin« 

'Jeacher Services in the School Program. yT i. Office of 
Education Bulletin Ho. 6 (Washington, 1945). 
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4. mable to concentrate 

6* trouble with teachers. 

2. Health, and physical development 

a* mder or over weight 

b. weak ®yes 

c. complexion 

d. posture. 

3. finances, living conditions, and aŝ ployaent 

a. saving money 

b. allowance® 

c. part time work 

d. prestige factors. 

4» Courtship, sex* marriage 

a# having dates 

b. baahfuliiess 

c. going steady 

d. engagement 

e. marriage. 

5* Social and recreational 

a. dancing 

b. awkwardness in meeting people 

C. 

d. appearance 

®. conversational ability. 
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6. Social-psychological 

a* arguments 

to. feeding® easily hurt 

c. likes and dislikes for certain persons 

d. Jealousy-

7. Personal-psychological 

a. losing temper 

to. taking things too seriously 

c* afraid of making mistakes 

d, day dreaming• 

8. Morals and religion 

a. going to church 

to. profanity 

©• toad habits 

d, ideals 

®. drinking. 

9. family problems (minor) 

a. parents who do not understand 

to. sibling riralry 

c. unable to eonfid® in parents* 

10. Tocational problems 

a. oc cup&tional choice 

to. occupational information 

e. work experience. 
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11. MucatioaaX problems 

a, educational planning 

b, college choice 

o. elective»• 

12. Curriculum and t@acia.er problems 

a. wanting classes which cannot be offered 

b. dull classes 

0* teachers hard to get along with, 

the literature in the field of counseling tends to 

substantiate the selection of the Council of Chief State 

School Officers' policy statement as sound criteria for 

evaluation of referrals to the counselor in the selected 

school system„ The writers in the area of counseling 

describe in detail the problem® met by the counselor, 

fflaeee problem® and the subproblems within each have been 

listed a® a further means of evaluation of the referrals 

made to the counselor, 

.Function of the Visiting Teacher 

the policy statement of the Council of Chief State 

School Officers describes the function of the visiting 

teacher as follows: 

1, Case work service with individual pupil 
toward the correction of certain personal, social* 
or emotional maladjustments. 

2. Case work service with parents as an 
integral part of the task of helping the pupil, to 
increase parents* understanding, their constructive 
participation, and their use of appropriate resources. 

mailto:t@acia.er
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3. Case consultation and collaboration with, 
other school personnel-—to gather and give Informa-
tion on a case, and to establish and plan for respec-
tive roles in the modification of the pupil'8 
behavior. 

4. Cooperate actively with the person in charge 
of pupil personnel services in referral of pupils, 
cooperate with parents, contact with community social 
agencies for coordination of school social work 
services with the work of those agencies, and coop-
eration with such agencies in determining needs for 
development of additional case -work resources.2* 

functional Criteria legarding Referrals to the 
Visiting Teacher Taken from the Literature 

Grace Mitchell suggests the following symptoms should 

be the determinant for referral to the school social 

worker: those who under achieve, those who have poor 

attendance records, those who are anxious and fearful, 

those who have withdrawal tendencies* those who are openly 

aggressive, those who fight against control, those who are 

not liked by others, those who shun responsibility, and 

those who take a perilous course in boy-girl relation-

ships.^ 

A study by Nolan suggest© that the following are the 

duties of the visiting teacher: to perform as liaison 

with the home•> cooperate with other community agencies, 

^Council of Chief State School Officers, op. cit., 
pp* 18-19. 

•^Grace Mitchell, "When to Prescribe the School 
Social Worker,n Blementary School Journal, LVIII (Hay. 
1958), 439-444. 
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cooperate with the juvenile court, perform individual 

counseling, do ©Mid welfare work, aid in Job placement, 

deal with, attendance problems, and do psychiatric ease 

work.^4-

Wiltse suggests the following as the duties of the 

visiting teacher: to give direct help to individual 

children, give direct help to parents, consult with 

teachers and others of the school staff, and confer with 

representatives of social agencies,^ 

In an article by Hamilton, the duties of the visiting 

teacher are considered to be a® followss to have personal 

interviews with children and with parents, to cooperate 

with other social agencies, and to consult with other 

staff aembers.^* 

Aptekar considers the duties of the visiting teacher 

to be as follows: cooperation with social agencies, 

assisting individuals with social problems, and working 
29 

with families as groups. ' 

^William J. Nolan, nA Survey of Practice® la Meeting 
ir̂ pil Adjustment Beeds, " Journal of Educational fie search, 
XLII (December, 1948), 268-278. 

^%e;rait Viltse, "Education and Social "Welfare,rt fhe 
of the American Aoadegy o& Political a M Social 

Science, OCOTI (ffovember, 1955), 44-51. 
2^&ordon Hamilton, fheory and Practice of Social 

Qmrnotk (lew forkt 1940)*p • 90# 

^Herbert H. Aptekar, Basic Ooncepts in Social 
Casework (Chapel Hill, North Carolina, 19^wJ, pf 90. 
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Pearman and Burrows list the types of problem© as 

well as the type of ease dealt with by the visiting 

teacher as followss school adjustment problems involving 

attendance, poor scholarship, lack of Interest in school, 

unfavorable classroom attitudes? home adjustment problems 

including adverse home conditions, culture conflicts, neg-

lect, overwork at home and economic inadequacies} social 

adjustment problems including irresponsibility, defiance 

and fighting; personal adjustment problems including day-

dreaming, sexual deviation, fears, emotional immaturity, 

unhappinesa, and withdrawing behavior5 physical problems 

including physical handicaps and poor general health con-

ditions, 

fh© visiting teacher deals with cases classified by 

type as consultative, cooperative, manipulative, sup-

portive and intensive. All types of cases involve caae 

work service with the individual pupil and the use of 

appropriate agencies within the school and community, to 

bring about an adjustment to the current problem.^ 

'Wattenberg say© the duties of the visiting teacher 

are: to work with the child who is overage for his grade, 

work with the child whose family has moved frequently, 

work with the child from a broken hose, work with the 

28 
Jean E« Pearman and Albert H« Burrows, Social 

Service© in the School (Washington, D, 0., 195577 
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©Mid who Is retarded in reading, and work with the child 

whose previous record shows excessive absences.*^ 

iuadreen says the duties of the visiting teacher are: 

to assist children, who are mentally retarded, assist 

children with physical handicaps, assist children who 

are socially inadequate, and assist children whose 

scholarship is poor.*^ 

Stem suggest© that the duties of the visiting 

teacher are: to assist individual children with problems, 

assist parents whose children have problems, use community 

resources, and to help people to help themselves.^ 

Sayle© and Gulbert have suggested the same set of 

duties for the visiting teacher, They say the duties are; 

to assist individual children who present problems of 

scholarship or conduct of a baffling, erratic, troublesome, 

or suspicious nature, or who show signs of apparent neg-

lect or other difficulties which the regular staff of the 

2^Williaa w« Wattenberg, "Who Meeds Counseling?" 
The Personnel and guidance Journal, HXII (December, 
19!? 3}$ 202^20$* 

XQ 
larl P. Andreen and others, "Service Units," 

Bulletin of Rational Association of Secondary School 
Principals. Xto (December, 1951)7~QT* ~~ 

^Bdith H» Stern, "Unfinished BusinessDivision of 
Mental .Health (Austin, 1959)* p. 9. 
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school finds itself unable to understand or to deal with 

unaided. ^3 

$he functions of the visiting teacher, as stated by 

Catherine Cook, are as follows? to act as an attendance 

officer, work out problems causing nonattendanc©, assist 

in adjustment of behavior problems, help with home-school 

relationships, refer appropriate problems to outside 

agencies, and give direct treatment to children with dif-

ficulties. ̂  

The National Education Association has suggested the 

following as duties of the visiting teacher: to work with 

the pupil who learns far less than he should, the pupil 

who is often late or absent from school, the pupil who 

often suffers fro® illness that arises from inner feeling, 

the pupil who has nervous habits, the child who is anxious 

or fearful, the child who is very shy, the ©verdependent 

child, the child who is extremely restless, the child who 

fights, and antagonizes others openly or subtly, the child 

who is neglected or mistreated, the child who takes a 

22Wary B. Sayles, fhe Problem Child in School 
(lew fork, 1929), — 

fr. ^Jane F. Culbert, The ¥i.siting feacher at Work 
(Sew York, 1930). — 

ZiL 
Cook, 0£. clt. 
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perilous ©ours© In boy-girl relationships, and the pupil 

who is on probation from the Juvenile courts.^ 

In I960* the Office of Education gave these as the 

duties of the visiting teachers to assist children who 

are not doing well in school work, counsel with the indi-

vidual child, confer with the teacher and other school 

personnel, counsel with the parents and other family mem-

bers, assist children who are aggressive, assist the 

withdrawn child, and assist the child who shows antisocial 

behavior.^ 

A study aad® of all pupil personnel positions in the 

state of California by the State Department of Education 

was published as a guide to the local school systems. The 

functions, duties, and problems met by the various pupil 

personnel workers were described in detail and coincided 

with the policy statement of the Council of Chief State 

School Officers and with the opinions expressed by the 

writers in this field.^ 

^%ational Education Association, "Social Services 
and the Schools," Educational Policies Commission Publica-
tion (Washington, D. fe,, 1959"): ^ * 

% . fl. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 
Office of Education, Education in the United States of 
America. Ho. 10006 (Washington, "I960). — ~~ 

^"The Preparation and Draining of Pupil Personnel 

S S ^ , T 5 ^ f £ H ^ 5 T l l § ^ a * * * J W a « 2£ 
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Tiie functions of the visiting teachers as described 

lay the writers in. the field closely parallel the policy 

statement of the Council of Chief Stat® School Officers. 

Both the writers in the field of visiting teacher work and 

the Council of Chief State School Officers concur that the 

functions of the visiting teacher are as follows? ease 

work service with the individual child, parents, and 

school personnel» and service as a liaison person between 

the school, home, and community agencies. 

Problems Met by the Visiting Teacher 

fhe specific problems dealt with by the visiting 

teachers are identified and described by the writers in 

the field of visiting teacher work, fhese problems are 

listed as follows: 

1. Problems involving learning difficulties 

a. inability to master subject matter 

b. performance not consistent with ability 

c. ineffective study habits 

d. lack of school interest 

e. personal qualities detrimental to learning. 

2. Problems involving social behavior 

a. fighting 

b. rebellion 

e. cruelty 
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d. temper tantrums 

e. stealing 

f. cheating 

g. lying 

h. destructiveness. 

3« Problems involving "behavior difficulties caused by 

a. anxiety 

b. nervousness 

c. lack of friends 

d« withdrawal 

©* hyperactivity 

f. aeclusiveness 

g. physical complaints without physical cams© 

h. fantasy 

i. deviant sex behavior 

J. erratic or bizarre behavior. 

4. Problems involving disturbed family relatione 

a. neglect 

b. inadequate supervision 

c. poverty 

d» poor social standards 

e, behavior difficulties due to unsatisfactory family 

relationships 

f. lack of understanding or cooperation with the 

school. 
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5. Problems involving attendance 

a. persistent truancy 

to, persistent tardiness 

0, persistent cutting of classes. 

The review of tit© literature in the visiting t@aeM.ng 

field tends to substantiate the selection of the Council 

of Chief State School Officers' policy statement as sound 

criteria for evaluation of referrals to the visiting 

teacher in the selected school system, fhe writers in the 

visiting teaching area describe in detail the problems met 

by the visiting teacher, These problems and the sub-

problems within each have been listed as a further means 

of evaluation of the referrals made to the visiting 

teacher* 

In this chapter, criteria which underlie the counsel-

ing and visiting teacher programs were established for 

ultimate use in evaluating of referrals to those agencies. 

These criteria were established by the Council of Chief 

State School Officex's and were substantiated by the 

writers in the area of pupil personnel work, fhe criteria 

consist of a description of the functions and problems met 

by both the counselor and visiting teacher. The following 

chapter is primarily concerned with the description and 

analysis of the referrals which were actually made to the 

mailto:t@aeM.ng
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counselors and the visiting teachers in those schools 

which were used in the study. 



CHAPTEK III 

ANALYSIS OF HlfSEfiALS TO THE COUNSELOKS 

AND TUB VISITING TMCHSSS 

fMs chapter is concerned with the presentation of 

the various referrals to the counselors and the visiting 

teachers of the junior high schools included in this 

study. The referrals were taken directly from the refer-

ral cards found in the files of tooth the counselors and 

the visiting teachers. 

Referrals to the Counselors 

It was necessary to determine the number of case© 

that were referred to the counselors in the junior high 

schools for whit® children for the selected two-year 

period. Investigation revealed that there were approxi-

mately 2,880 cases referred to the counselors of the 

various junior high schools included in this study during 

that time interval. 

The sample was obtained toy utilising every fourth 

referral to the counselors. The sample was made up of fOQ 

subject cases, which represent approximately 2J? per cent 

of the entire group ©f referral® to the counselors. 

37 
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When the individual eases included in the study were 

examined, it was determined that til© reasons for referrals 

were varied in nature both numerically and qualitatively, 

flie first step that was taken in an effort to make a 

compilation of these referrals included the developing of 

a list of the various reasons for referrals. All the 

reasons that were found in the sampling are listed as 

follows: 

Sever has hooka or assignment® 

failing all subjects 

Lack of interest in school 

Cutting class 

Stealing dollar from teacher's purse 

Cursing and slapping another girl 

Changing grades on report card 

tailing in algebra 

Lack of interest in English 

yithdrawn—•will not participate in class 

Beating head against restroom wall 

Daydreams 

Glass cutup 

Hill not suit up in physical education 

Freezes on tests 

Gomes to class without work 
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yants to go to Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology 

Meeds help in program selection 

Wants information ©n scholarships 

Took Jacket from hoy 

Meeds advice on diet' 

Flans to get married and quit school 

Cannot find his way around the building 

flies off the handle easily 

Failing all subjects 

Bites nails or chews on fingers constantly 

Does not work to his capacity 

Writing on restroom walls 

Meeds help with personal hygiene 

Squirms—cannot sit still 

Heeds help with student-teacher relation-

ship 

fighting in the hall 

Has been making passes at another girl 

Impudent—sassy 

Does not seem to have any friends 

Writing nasty notes to girls 

Pushing hard for grades 

Jealous of attention given to others 

Howdy in halls 
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Cannot get along with, his teachers 

Meeds help on personal appearance 

Cursing during physical education 

Boys make nasty remarks to her 

Always complaining of stomach, ache 

Wears shorts too tight and short 

Cries when corrected 

failing science-health 

Absent for ©vary test 

Wants to change elective© 

lot achieving in any subject 

Immature—should be retained 

lever has homework completed 

Wants to change homeroom 

felling stories about another girl 

Wants to take Latin 

Constantly borrows materials 

Uses too much make-up 

Hcther wants to go to all of his classes 

Cheating on test 

Want© college requirements for Texas 

(Technological College 

Wants to be a dental technician 

Tardy to classes 

Wants to quit school 
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Weird behavior—acts like a monkey 

Seems to be in another world 

Failing algebra 

Wants to get a part-time job 

Heads on the fifth-grade level 

Wants information about the Navy, 

After studying the seventy divers© reasons for 

referrals to the counselors in the above listing* it was 

determined that there were many areas of overlapping and 

that these seventy reasons could be compiled into thirty 

basic categories, fixis compilation was made ©a the 

basis of consistency and logic, and the results are 

shown in fable Z. 

fable I was developed to indicate not only the 

basic category but also the numerical distribution and 

the percentage of individual oases referred to the coun-

selors of the selected Junior high schools of thd 

selected school system. It was observed that there was 

a rather wide range in the incidence of certain referrals 

and the reason® for those referrals. In fact, some of 

the areas included in the table are rather small from the 

standpoint of the incidence of referrals* 
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TABLl I 

BASIC SKASOH&, msmm ASP PiaCMASI OF QABM8 KBKBSB5J) 
TO THE COWSSLOBS OF $EIS S1LECTEP JUMIOE HIGH 

SCHOOLS OF TH£ SEL&CTED SCHOOL 8XSTSM 

Category 
lumber Basic Season for Referral lo. of 

Cases Percentage 

1 Academic failure 143 20.4 
2 Information on colleges 65 9.3 
3 Improper sexual behavior 58 8.3 • 
4 academic weakness 39 5.6 
5 Functional illness 39 5.5 
6 Emotional instability 53 4,? 
7 Immature behavior 31 4.4 
& Gossiping and lying 50 4.3 
9 Improper language 29 4.1 
10 Advice on boy-girl relation-

ships 28 4.0 
XI Selection of programs 23 ; 3.3 
12 Cutting classes frequently 20 1 2.9 
15 Jealousy and envy 1? 2.4 
14 ©left 16 2.3 
15 Eo vvdyi sia 16 2.3 
16 , Vocational ici'orotation 13 1.9 
1? Sensitivity to criticism 12 1.7 
18 Feelings too sensitive 11 1,6 
19 Daydr©aas~~flig]&ts of 

20 
fantasy 10 1.4 

20 Cheating on tests 9 1.3 
21 Withdrawal behavior 8 1.1 
22 Lack of interest in school j ; fp 1.0 
23 Improper attitude toward 

; fp 

24 
authority r% 1.0 

24 Svidences of mental illness 1 1.0 
2$ Improper dress or clothing 6 .9 
26 Failure to do homework 6 .9 
27 Wants to get married 5 •7 
28 Advice on weight problem 5 .7 
29 fighting 4 .6 
50 failure to have materials 3 .4 

Total 700 100.0 
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Specific Seasons for Referral to the Counselor 

When the compilation of the basic categories for 

referral to the counselor was mad© (Table I), it was 

determined that the basic categories for referral needed 

further explanation. These elaborations are presented in 

the following paragraphs : 

1« Academic failure. These referrals included many 

students who war© only failing in one subject, but they 

also Included those who were failing in more than on© and 

a few who were failing in all subjects taken. In addition 

to positive academic failure, there were thoe® who were in 

danger of possible failure. 

2, Information on colleges. This category for 

referral was both specific (certain colleges) and general 

(all colleges) and was concerned with questions related to 

academic professions and the subject matter that would be 

requisite thereto. 

3, Improper sexual behavior. This category included 

such things as girls who either consciously or uncon-

sciously exposed themselves, rubbing against the boys, 

improper seating posture, removal of outer clothing on the 

playground, masturbation, fondling the erogenous parts of 

the body, and evidence of sexual relationship®. 

4, Academic weakness. This category for referral 

included poor academic background, lack of preparation, 
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mental deficiency, lack of capacity, inability or reluc-

tance to adjust to abrupt change in the classroom, 

transferring from one school to another, physical illness, 

and lack of motivation, 

5. Functional illness. Shis category for referral 

included such activities as malingering, imagined Illness 

(stomach ach®, sinus trouble, cramps, headaches, sprains, 

braises, coughs, colds, infections, stopped-up nasal pas-

sages, earache©, toothaches, et cetera), and general 

hypochondria* 

6. Saotional instability. This category included 

such activities as improper attitudes, deviant behavior, 

poor mental concepts, emotionality, narrow range of emo-

tional response, moodiness, depression, phobias, response 

to broken homes, and death of parents. 

7. Immature behavior. This category for referral 

included such aspects as bringing toys to school, goosing 

and punching, giggling, crying, boys painting face to 

attract attention, grimacing, writing on hands and arms, 

chewing paper, and girls wearing oddities on arms and 

legs. 

8. Gossiping and lying. This category for referral 

included such things as defamation of character, accusa-

tions of girls by girls of wearing "falsies," falsification 

©f sestttal experience, implying the witnessing of sexrual 
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acts, and false statements related to teachers and their 

relati©nahips• 

9. Improper language. This category for referral 

included foul, lewd, and offensive wordst slander, and 

improper tone. 

10. Advice on "boy-girl relations, This category for 

referral included mode and method of behavior, how far to 

go on a date, when to kiss, how to know when one is in 

•love, manners or social fundamentals, and how to dress for 

certain occasions* 

11# Selection of academic program, Shis category 

for referral included th® desire for aesistance in 

developing a long-range academic program toward a specific 

vocational goal. 

12, Glass cuts. This categoiy for referral included 

those students who cut class frequently, had not been in 

class for several days, reported to nurse's office instead 

of class, just wanted to leave school early, and went home 

for lunch and took an extra period. 

13. Jealousy or envy, This category for referral 

included such activities as envy of clothing, home, money, 

grades, appearance, and car* It also included jealousy 

patterns as related to hoy or girl friend, social inter-

action, athletic powers, and physical appearance. 
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14. flieft. This category for referral included both 

admitted theft and suspicion of theft. Those items stolen 

were hub caps, articles of clothing, books, money from 

locker rooms and elsewhere, Jewelry, fountain pens, home-

work, radios, and playground equipment. 

15. Rowdyism, This category for referral included 

such activities as boisterous behavior, loud tone of 

Toice, abusive language, arguing, expressing odd'or 

unusual views. 

16. Vocational information. This category for 

referral included students wanting information related to 

the occupational duties, functions, or tasks of certain 

vocations, 

17. Sensitivity to criticism, fhis category for 

referral included such activities as adverse reaction to 

criticism, crying when corrected, pouting, and withdrawal 

patterns. 

18. feelings too sensitive, fhis category for 

referral included those who wore feelings on their 

sleeves, imagined imposition®, had feelings of persecution 

or were suspicious. 

19. Daydreams or flights of fantasy, fhis category 

for referral included those who simply appeared to be in a 

daze, preoccupied, and little concerned with the class or 

the immediate environment. 
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20. Cheating on tests. This category for referral 

included such activities as using notes during tests, 

showing of work, whispering* stealing tests, carrying 

notes pinned to slip, cuff, shirt, or other item of 

clothing, 

21. Withdrawal behavior. This category for referral 

included failure to cooperate, failure to react, nega-

tivism, and poor ©motional response. 

22. ' Lack of interest in school, This category 

included such activities and attitudes as a desire to 

"drop out ©f school" or no set goal or desire for educa-

tion, with little encouragement from the parents. 

23. Improper attitude toward authority. This cate-

gory for referral included lack of respect, being impudent 

to the teacher, negativism, and poor cooperation. 

24. Evidence of mental illness. This category for 

referral included obvious mental defectives, schizoids, 

and those with brain damage. 

25. Improper dress or clothing. This category for 

referral included skirt too tight or too short, dress too 

revealing, shorts worn improperly out of physical educa-

tion class, and too auch make-up, 

26. Failure to do homework. This category for 

referral included lack of necessary materials, inability, 
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social callers, forgetfulness, poor motivation, and con-

flicting interests, 

2?. yants to get married. This category for refer-

ral included pregnancy, desire to leave home, and boy-

friend going to the service* 

28. Advice on weight problem. This category for 

referral included problems on overweight and underweight, 

and on diet. 

29. Fighting. This category for referral included 

aggressive physical acts against other students, bullying 

efforts to prove manhood, and repercussion® related to 

Jealousy. 

30. Failure to have materials. This category for 

referral included forgetfulness, lack of possessions, and 

financial reasons. 

These statements were made to show the reasons for 

referral to the counselors which were included in each 

category and to relate them to the basic categories used 

in the preceding table. 

fieferrals to the Visiting Teachers 

The sample related to the referrals to the visiting 

teachers was obtained by investigating the files of the 

visiting teachers to determine the number ©f cases avail-

able for the two-year period. This investigation revealed 
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that there were approximately 400 casea referred during 

that time. The sample was obtained by utilizing every 

other referral, making a sample of 200 referrals which 

represent approximately 50 per cent of the entire group 

of referrals to the visiting teachers. 

After this sampling had been completed and the indi-

vidual eases included in the study had been examined, it 

was observed that the reasons for referral were many and 

varied# The first step that was taken in an effort to 

make a compilation of these referrals included the 

development of a list of the various reasons for refer-

ral* All of the reasons that were found in the sampling 

are listed as follows; 

Difficulty with the police 

Truancy 

Honattendaace 

Welfare case 

Poor scholastic work 

Attitude—nonconformist 

Behavior problem 

Home environment _ 

Economic 

Planning marriage 

Stealing 

Needs special education 
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Poor grades 

Emotional problem 

Adjustment to school 

Health, problem 

Mot conforming to school 

leets clothing 

fighting at school 

Threatened toy other boys 

Baa away from horn® 

Vandalism at school 

Heeds financial help 

Uses foul language 

Suspected mentally retarded 

fights in the home 

father drunk 

filthy notes at school 

Extreme behavior problem 

On probation 

Iaaaature 

wants to quit school 

Disturbed child 

Seizures—soils clothing 

family problem 

Heeds school lunch 

father wants to run the school 

Attitude and' behavior 

Mother unable to control daughter 
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After studying the thirty-nine divers# reasons for 

referral included in this listing, it was determined that 

there were many areas of overlapping and that these rea-

son© for referral could be compiled into twenty basic 

categories, This compilation was made on the basis of 

logic, 

fable II was developed* which shows the category num-

ber, reason for referral, numerical distribution, and the 

percentage in each category, arranged in descending 

numerical order* 

TABLE I I 

BASIC KSASOSS, TOMBSE MD PEECMTAGB OF OASIS BIFIMM 
fO THE VISITIHG TMCBiSfiS Of TEE SSLliCTED JUNIOE 

HIGH SCHOOLS OF THS SELECTED SCHOOL SXSfM 

Category 
lumber Basic Reason for Eeferral Ho, of 

Cases Percentage 

1 
2 
5 
4 
5 

6 

I 
i! 
II 
12 
13 
14 
11 
II 

Attendance 
Home problem 
Economic 
Academic failure 
Motional 
Poor attitude toward school 
Discipline 
Social adjustment 
Suspected mentally retarded 
Q* & A 1 4 t\0> 
Difficulty with police 
Vulgar language 
Health 
Fighting 
Planning marriage 
.Runaway® 
Fear of others at school 
functional Illness 
Vandalism 
Immaturity 
, Total 

55 
21 
20 
19 
12 
II 
10 
10 

5 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 

2?.5 
10.5 
10, 
9< 
6. 
5< 
5. 

,o 
• 5 
.0 
• 5 
,0 

5*0 
4.5 
5.0 
2,5 
2.5 
2.5 
1.5 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
• 5? 
»!? 

IdCul"' 
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Explanation of the specific Heasons for Heferral which 
Were Included in the Categories for Beferral 

to the Tisiting Teacher 

When the listing of the basic categories for referral 

to the visiting teacher was made (Sable II), it was deter-

mined that the categories for referral needed further 

elaboration, These elaborations are presented in the 

following statements: 

1. Attendance# This category for referral included 

those who were truant, parents who failed to send students 

to school, frequent tardiness to school, absences on cer-

tain days, absences due to part-time work, and absences 

due to fear of being punished for being tardy or not 

hairing assigned work. 

2. Home problems. This category for referral 

included poor home environment, parents unable to control 

child, difficulty with stepmother or stepfather, children 

wanting material things parents could not afford, girls 

sneaking out at ni^ht after parents had gone to bed, 

children keeping late hours, running with the wrong crowd, 

drunkenness on part of either or both parents, physical 

violence between parents, parents who did not understand 

child, children living with the grandparents or in foster 

homes, and parents too strict, 

3. Economic. This category for referral included 

school lunch needs, school fees and materials, clothing, 
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medical ©are, and referral to social agency for further 

assistance. 

4. Academic failure. This category for referral 

included failure in one subject, failure in more than one 

subject, failure in all subjects taken, and possibility of 

failure• 

5. Emotional. This category for referral included 

such activities as Improper attitudes, deviant behavior 

patterns, poor mental concepts, narrow range of emotional 

responses, moodiness, depression, phobias, responses to 

broken homes, and death, of parent or member of family, 

6. Poor attitude toward school, U s category for 

referral included not only the attitude of the child but 

also reflected the attitude of the parent evidenced by 

these statements1 teachers are stupid, too many rules and 

regulations, sees no need for formal education, wants 

special privileges, and schools are social and athletic 

clubs* 

7. Discipline, This category for referral included 

lack of respect, disregard for the rights of others, poor 

cooperation, flaunting the school regulations, impudence, 

sauciness, and rowdyism, 

8. Social adjustment. This category for referral 

included withdrawal patterns, poor boy-girl relationships, 
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lack of self-confideuce» attention getting, and non-

conformity to the group. 

9. Suspected mental retardation* This category for 

referral included obvious mental defectives, those with 

brain damage, and alow learners. 

10. Stealing, ©lis category for referral included 

theft of various degrees not involving the police, Items 

stolen were articles of clothing, books, money from locker 

rooms and elsewhere, radios, notebooks and assignments, 

lunches, shop projects, and bicycles. 

11. Difficulty with the police. This category for 

referral included not only this specific reason, but also 

pupils on probation (probation from the local juvenile 

court as well as probation fro® courts in other areas), 

and cases handled by the police regardless of the overt 

act. 

12. Vulgar language. This category for referral 

included foul, lewd, glanderous, and offensive language. 

13. Health. This category for referral included 

need for glasses, need for hearing aid, surgery, medical 

or dental oare for the school child. 

14. Fighting. This category for referral Included 

aggressive physical acts against other students, attention 

getting, and repercussions related to jealousy of girls 

over physical development. 
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15. Planning marriage. This category for referral 

included planning marriage with the intention of returning 

to school* 

16. Runaways. SMs category for referral included 

til© running away from both, home and school without 

involvement of the polio©. 

17. fear of others at school, This category for 

referral included cases of fear of certain students in the 

classroom as well as fear of reprisals on the way to and 

from school. 

18. functional illness. This category for referral 

included cases of imagined illness. 

19. Vandalism. This category for referral referred 

to damage to th® school building and contents. 

20. Immaturity. This category for referral involved 

the Inability of a girl to use materials and follow direc-

tions in a sewing class. 

These statements were presented to show th# specific 

reasons for referral which were included in each category 

for referral to the visiting teachers and to relate them 

to the basic categories used in Table II. 

This chapter was concerned with the presentation of 

the various reasons for referral to the counselor© and the 

visiting teachers which were included in the sample. The 

specific reasons for referral were listed and examined. 
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following the examination of each specific referral, it 

appeared to be expedient to arrange the referrals into 

cat®GOides BO that they could more adequately be handled, 

fhe referrals to the counselors were arranged into thirty 

categories and the referrals to the visiting teachers were 

arranged into twenty categories. These categories were 

subsequently arranged numerically and percentagewise in 

descending order* These categories were then compared to 

the criteria for both the counselor and the visiting 

teacher to determine to whoa the referral should have been 

made# fhese comparisons are presented in the following 

chapter. 



CHAPTER IV 

APPLICATION Of SMilGfBB CHITEfilA fO GASD SSflHBALS 

M s chapter is concerned with, til© comparison of the 

selected criteria with the selected eases included in this 

study. The application was made possible by taking each 

specific case referred and categorizing it into the 

appropriate basic reason for referral to the counselor 

or visiting teacher. The individual basic reasons were 

then listed and the established criteria were compared to 

the specific ca®@» The results obtained were recorded in 

both descriptive and tabular fora. 

In clarifying the application of the established 

criteria to the cases referred to the counselors and 

visiting teachers* the following explanation is necessary. 

The functions of the counselor are numbered one through 

seven, the problems aet by the counselor are numbered one 

through twelve, and the subproblems are alphabetized. The 

functions of the counselor are listed in Chapter II, pages 

16 and 17, and the problems met by the counselor are 

listed in Chapter II, pages 23 through 26, The functions 

of the visiting teacher are numbered one through four, the 

problems aet by the visiting teacher are numbered one 

37 
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through, five, and the subproblems are alphabetized. The 

data relative to the functions of the visiting teacher are 

listed in Chapter IX, pages 26 and 27, and the problems 

met toy the visiting teacher are listed.in Chapter II, 

pages 35 through 35. The function member, problem number, 

and subproblem latter were used to determine the soundness 

of the referral for each specific category of referral# 

The comparison of the established criteria to the 

cases referred was made by taking the basic reasons for 

referral which were obtained by an examination of the 

actual eases referred to the individual counselors in the 

selected schools and comparing them to the criteria for 

both the counselor and the visiting teacher to determine 

to whoa the referral should have been made, fhe results 

of this comparison were recorded in descriptive form as to 

function, problem, and subproblem. these results w@re 

also recorded in tabular form for clarity. 

Comparison of Criteria with .Referrals to Counselors 

The application was made by using the appropriate 

function number, problem number, and subproblem letter to 

each of the thirty categories of referral® to the coun-

selors. fhese categories are found in Table I, Chapter 

III, page 42. 

1. Basic reason for referral—academic failure, 

143 casee. Proper referral to the counselor, substantiated 
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by function number 1; collecting, organizing! and inter-

preting Information appropriate to an understanding of the 

pupil's abilities, aptitudes, interests, and other per-

sonal character!sties related to educational-career 

planning and progress and satisfactory personal-social 

adjustment, and by problem number 1, adjustment to school 

work. 

2. Basic reason for referral—information on col-

lege, 6$> eases, Proper referral to the counselor based on 

function numbers 2 and 3i making available to pupils, 

parents, and teachers information useful to the® in under-

standing educational and career -opportunities and 

requirements, personal and social relationships related 

to choice, and progress in an educational program and 

occupational field; and by problem 11, educational prob-

lems, a and b, educational planning and college choice. 

3* Basic reason for referral—improper sexual 

behavior, 58 oases, Proper referral, since they could 

have been referred to either the counselor or the visiting 

teacher based on function 1 of the criteria for counselors 

and function 1 of the criteria for visiting teachers, 

ilinction 1 for counselors—collecting, organizing, and 

interpreting information appropriate to an understanding 

of the pupil•s abilities, aptitudes, interests, and other 

personal characteristics related to educational-career 
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planning and progress, and satisfactory personal-social 

adjustment. Problem 4- of the criteria for counselors— 

courtship, sex and marriage. Function 1 of the criteria 

for visiting teachers—case work service with the indi-

vidual pupil toward the correction of certain personal, 

social or emotional maladjustments; problem 54 of the 

criteria for visiting teachers, problems involving 

behavior difficulties caused by deviant sex behavior. 

4. Basic reason for referral—academic weakness, 39 

eases. Properly referred as they could have been referred 

to either the counselor or the visiting teacher based on 

function 1 and problem 1 a-e for the counselor and on 

function 1 and problem 1 a—e for the visiting teacher* 

.Function 1 for counselors—1collecting, organizing, and 

interpreting information appropriate to an understanding 

of the pupil's abilities, aptitudes, and interests, and 

other personal characteristics related to educational-

career planning and progress, and satisfactory personal-

social adjustment. Problem 1 a-e—adjustment to school 

work, time spent in study, worry about grades, worry about 

examinations, unable to concentrate, trouble with teach-

ers, function ,1 for visiting teachers—case work service 

with individual pupils toward the correction of certain 

personal, social, or emotional aaladjuatmeats. Problem 

1 a-©—problems involving learning difficulties, inability 
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to master subject matter, performance not consistent with 

ability, ineffective study habits* lack of interest in 

school, and personal qualities detrimental to learning# 

5. Basic reason for referral—functional illness, 

39 eases. Proper referral as the referral could have been 

made to either the counselor or the visiting teacher based 

on function 1 and problem 7© of the criteria for the coun-

selor and function 1 and problem 3& of the criteria for 

the visiting teacher, function 1 for the counselor—col-

lecting, organising, and interpreting information 

appropriate to an understanding of the pupil's abilities, 

aptitudes, interests, and other personal characteristics 

related to educational-career planning and progress, and 

satisfactory personal-social adjustment! problem 7o— 

personal-psychological, afraid of making mistaken. Func-

tion 1 for visiting teachers—case work service with the 

individual pupil toward correction of certain personal, 

social, or emotional maladjustments} problem 3g—problems 

involving behavior difficulties caused by physical com-

plaints without physical cause. 

6. Basic reason for referral—emotional instability, 

35 cases. Proper referral as they could have been 

referred to either the counselor or the visiting teacher 

based on function 1 for the counselor and problem 6 a-d, 

and functions 1 and 3 and problem 3 a-j for the visiting 
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teacher. .Function 1 for the counselor—collecting, 

organizing, and interpreting information appropriate to 

the pupil*s abilities, aptitudes, interests, and other 

personal characteristics related to educational-career 

planning and progress, and satisfactory personal-social 

adjustment; problem 6 a~d—social-psychological adjust-

ments, feelings easily hurt, likes and dislikes of 

certain persons, and jealousy. Junction 1 for the visit-

ing teacher-—case work service with the individual pupil 

toward the correction of certain personal, social, or 

emotional maladjustments; function 3—ease consultation 

and collaboration with other school personnel to gather 

and give information on a case, and to establish and plan 

for respective roles in the modification of the pupil's 

behavior; problems 5 a-j--problems involving behavior 

difficulties caused by anxiety, nervousness, lack of 

friends, withdrawal, hyperactivity, seelusivea.es s, 

physical complaints without physical cause, fantasy, 

deviant sex behavior, and erratic or bizarre behavior. 

7. Basic reason for referral—immature behavior, 31 

cases. Improper referral to the counselorj should have 

been referred to the visiting teacher on the basis of 

function 1 and problem $ a-j of the criteria for the 

visiting teacher. Function 1—oase work service with the 

individual pupil toward the correction of certain personal, 
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social* or emotional maladjustments; problem 3a-j—prob-

lems involving behavior difficulties caused by anxiety* 

nervousness, lack of friends, withdrawal , hyperactivity, 

seclusivemess, physical complaints without physical cause, 

fantasy, deviant sex behavior, and erratic or bizarre 

behavior, 

8. Basic reason for referral—gossiping and lying, 

30 cases. Improper referral\ should have been referred to 

the visiting teacher based on function 1 and problem 2g of 

the criteria for visiting teachers, function 1—-case work 

service with the individual pupil toward the correction of 

certain personal, social, or emotional maladjustments; 

problem 2g—problems involving social behavior, lying. 

9. Basic reason for referral--improper language, 

29 cases. Properly referred to the counselor based on 

function 1 and problems 8b and 8d of the criteria for 

counselors. Function 1—collecting, organising, and 

interpreting information appropriate to an understanding 

of the pupil*a abilities, aptitudes, interests, and other 

personal characteristics related to educational-career 

planning and progress, and satisfactory personal-social 

adjustment? problems 8b and Sd—morals and religion, 

profanity, ideals. 

10. Basic reason for referral—advice on boy-girl 

relations, 28 cases. Propei* referral to the counselor 
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based on function 1 and problems 4a*-e and of the 

criteria for counselors, function 1—collecting, organ-

ising t and interpreting information appropriate to an 

understanding ©f the pupil's abilities, aptitudes* 

interests, and other personal characteristics related to 

educational-career planning and progress, and satisfactory 

personal-social adjustment? problem 4a~e—courtship, sex, 

marriage, baring dates, bashfulness, going steady, engage-

ments; problem 5a-e—social—recreational, dancing, 

awkwardness in meeting people, etiquette, appearance, 

conversational ability. 

11* Basic reason for referral—selection of program, 

23 cases. Proper referral to the counselor based on func-

tion 3 and problems 10a,b and 11, Function 3—providing 

individual counseling tot (a) help the pupil and parent 

develop a better understanding of the pupil*s charac-

teristics and potentialities, (b) help the pupil, with 

parents' assistance, make educational and career plans in 

light of understanding of self, in relation to opportuni-

ties and requirements, (c) stimulate and assist the pupils 

In carrying out appropriate plans for education and 

career, and (d) prepare selected pupils and their parents 

for referral to other appropriate sources of assistance. 

Problems 10a,b—vocational problems, occupational choice, 
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occupatioa&X information} problem 11—educational prob-

lems s educational planning, college choice, and 

electives. 

12. Basic reason for referral—cutting classes 

frequently, 20 eases. Improper referral to the counselor! 

should have been referred to the visiting teacher on the 

basis of function 1 and problem 5© of the criteria for 

visiting teachers* Function 1—case work service with the 

individual pupil toward the correction of certain per-

sonal, social# or emotional maladjustments5 problems 

Involving attendance, persistent cutting of classes, 

1$, Basic reason for referral—jealousy and envy* 

1? cases. Proper referral to the counselor based on func-

tion 1 and problems 6d and 9b of the criteria for 

counselors, function 1—collecting, organizing, and 

interpreting information appropriate to an understanding 

of the pupil's abilities, aptitudes., interests, and other 

personal characteristics related to educational-career 

planning and progress, and satisfactory personal-social 

adjustment? problem 6d—social-psychological: jealousy; 

problem 9b—family problems t sibling rivalry, 

14, Basic reason for referral—theft, 16 cases. 

Improperly referred to the counselor? should have been 

referred to the visiting teacher based on function 1 and 

problem 2e of the criteria for visiting teachers. 
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Function 1—case work with, the individual pupil toward 

correction of certain personal, social* or emotional mal-

adjustments f problem 2©—problems involving social 

behavior, stealing. 

15. Basic reason for referral—rowdyism, 16 oases* 

Proper referral to the counselor based on function 1 and 

problems 6a and 7® of the criteria for counselors, and to 

the visiting teacher based on function 1 and problems 

2a,b,c,d,h of the criteria for visiting teachers, func-

tion 1 for counselors—collecting, organizing, and 

interpreting information appropriate to an understanding 

of the pupil*s abilities, aptitudes, interests, and other 

personal characteristics related to education-career 

planning and progress, and satisfactory personal-social 

adjustment; problem 6a— social-psychological* arguments? 

problem 7a—personal-psychological 5 losing temper, func-

tion 1 for the visiting teacher—case work service with 

the individual pupil toward the correction, of certain per-

sonal, social, or emotional maladjustments; problem 

2a,b,e,d,h—problems involving social behaviors fighting, 

rebellion, cruelty, temper tantrums, destructiveness. 

16. Basic reason for referral—vocational informa-

tion, 13 eases. Proper referral to the counselor on the 

basis of function 3 and problem 10a,b of the criteria for 

counselors. Function 3—providing individual counseling 
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to: (a) help the pupil and parent develop a better under-

standing of the pupil's characteristics and potentialities, 

(b) help the pupil, with parental assistance, make educa-

tional and career plans in light of understanding ©elf, in 

relation to opportunities and requirements, (c) stimulate 

and assist the pupils in carrying out appropriate plans 

for education and career, and (d) prepare selected pupils 

and their parents for referral to other appropriate 

sources of assistance! problem 10a,b—'vocational problem©: 

occupational choice* occupational information* 

1?, Basic reason for referral—-sensitivity to criti-

cism, 12 cases. Proper referral to the counselor baaed on 

function 1 and problems 6b and ?c of the criteria for 

counselors. Function 1—collecting, organizing, and 

interpreting information appropriate to an understanding 

of the pupil's abilities, aptitudes, interests, and other 

personal characteristics related to education-career 

planning and progress, and satisfactory personal-social 

adjustment! problem 6b—social-psychological: feelings 

easily hurt; problem 7c—personal-psychological: taking 

things too seriously. 

18, Basic reason for referral—feelings too sensi-

tive, 11 case®* Proper referral to the counselor on the 

basis of function 1 and problem 6b of the criteria for 

counselors, function 1—collecting, organizing, and 
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interpreting information appropriate to an understanding 

of tine pupil's abilities, aptitudes, interests, and other 

personal character!sties related to education-career 

planning and progress, and satisfactory personal-social 

adjustment; problem 6b—social psychological: feelings 

easily hurt* 

19. Basic reason for referral—daydreams, flights of 

fantasy, 10 eases# Proper referral sine# these oases 

could have been referred to either the counselor or the 

visiting teacher based on function 1 and problem ?d of the 

criteria for counselors and function 3 and problem Jh of 

the criteria for visiting teachers. Function 1 for coun-

selors—collecting, organizing, and interpreting 

information appropriate to an understanding of the pupil's 

abilities, aptitudes, interests, and other personal char-

acteristics related t© education-career planning and 

progress, and satisfactory personal-social adjustment; 

problem 7d—personal-psychological; daydreaming. Func-

tion 3 for visiting teachers—case work consultation and 

collaboration with other school personnel to gather and 

give information on a case, and to establish and plan for 

respective roles in the modification of a pupil•s behav-

ior! problem 5h—problem involving behavior difficulties 

caused by fantasy. 
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20. Basic reason for referral—©Mating on tests* 

9 eases. Improper referral to the counselor; should have 

been referred to the -rialting teacher on the basis of 

function 1 and problem 2f of the criteria for visiting 

teachers, function 1 for visiting teachers—ease work 

service with the individual pupil toward the correction 

of certain personal, social, or emotional maladjustments; 

problem 2f—problems Involving social behavior, cheating. 

21. Basic reason for referral—withdrawal behavior, 

S oases. Improper referral to the counselor; should have 

been referred to the visiting teacher on the basis of 

functions 1 and 2 and problem 3d,f of the criteria for 

visiting teachers. Function 1—case work service with the 

individual pupil toward the correction of certain per-

sonal, social, or emotional maladjustmenta; function 2 — 

case work service with the parents as an integral part of 

the task of helping the pupil, to increase parents' under-

standing, their constructive participation, and their use 

of appropriate resources? problem 3d ,f—problems involving 

behavior difficulties caused by withdrawal* seclusiveaess. 

22. Basic reason for referral—lack of interest in 

school, 7 eases. Proper referral as these eases could 

have been referred to either the counselor or the visiting 

teacher on the basis of functions 2 and 6 and problems Id 

and 12b of the criteria for counselors, and on the basis 
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of function 2 and problem lb-e of the criteria for the 

visiting teacher# Function 2 for the counselor—making 

available to pupils, parents# and teachers information 

useful to them in understanding educational and career 

opportunities and requirements, personal and social rela-

tionships related to the choice and progress in an 

educational program and an occupational fields function 

6—providing administrators and teachers with information 

about individual pupils or pupil groups that ie useful in 

planning and in providing programs to facilitate the full 

development of pupil potential} problem Id—adjustment to 

school work, unable to concentrate} problem 12b-—curriculum 

and teacher problem, dull classes, function 2 for the 

visiting teacher--case work service with parents as an 

integral part of the task of helping the pupil, to 

increase parents' understanding and their constructive 

participation and their use of appropriate resources; 

problem lb-«—problems involving learning difficulties, 

performance not consistent with ability, ineffective 

study habits, lack of interest in school, personal quali-

ties detrimental to learning, 

23* Basic reason for referral—improper attitude to 

autiaority, 7 cases. Improper referral to the counselor; 

should have been referred to the visiting teacher based on 

function 1 and problem 2b,d of the criteria for the 
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visiting teacher. Function 1—ease work service with the 

individual pupil toward the correction of certain per-

sonal, social, or ©motional maladjustmentsj problem 2b,d— 

problems involving social behavior, rebellion, and temper 

tantrums. 

24, Basic reason for referral--evidence of mental 

illness, 7 cases. Proper referral since these could have 

been referred to either the counselor ©r the visiting 

teacher on the basis of function 3 and problems Id, 5®, 

and 7& of the criteria for counselors; and functions 1 and 

3 and problems la,© and 3d of the criteria for visiting 

teachers. Function 3 for counselors-—providing Individual 

counseling to (a) help the pupil and parent develop a bet-

ter understanding of the pupil's characteristics and 

potentialities, (b) help the pupil, with parents' assist-

ance, make educational and career plans, in light of 

understanding of self, in relation to opportunities and 

requirements, (c) stimulate and assist the pupil in 

carrying out appropriate plans for education and career, 

and (d) prepare selected pupils and their parents for 

referral to other appropriate sources of assistance§ prob-

lem Id—adjustment to school work, unable to concentrate; 

problem 5c—social-psychological, likes.and dislikes for 

certain people? problem ?d—personal-psychological, day-

dreaming. function 1 for the visiting teacher—case work 
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service with the individual pupil toward, the correction of 

certain personal, social* or emotional maladjustments; 

function 3 for the visiting teacher—case consultation and 

collaboration with other school personnel to gather and 

give information on a case, and to establish and plan for 

respective roles in the modification of the pupil's 

behavior; problem la*®—problems involving learning dif-

ficulties: inability to master subject matter, personal 

qualities detrimental to learning; problem 3<f—problems 

involving behavior difficulties caused by erratic or 

bizarre behavior. 

25* Basic reason for referral—improper dress or 

clothing# 6 cases. Properly referred to the counselor on 

the basis of function 1 and problem 5d of the criteria for 

counselors. Function 1—collecting, organising, and 

interpreting information appropriate to an understanding 

of the pupil's abilities, aptitudes, interests, and other 

personal characteristics related to education-career 

planning and progress, and satisfactory personal-social 

adjustment; problem ^d—social and recreational: appear-

ance, 

26. Basic reason for referral—failure to do home-

work, 6 cases# Proper referral as these cases could have 

been referred to either the counselor or the visiting 

teacher based on function 1 and problem la of the criteria 
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for counselors and function 1 and problems lc and 4b of 

the criteria for t M visiting teacher. function 1 for the 

counselor-*collecting, organizing, and interpreting 

information appropriate to an understanding of the pupil's 

abilities, aptitudes, interests, and other personal char-

acteristics related to education-career planning and 

progress* and satisfactory personal-social adjustment; 

problem la—adjustment to school work, time spent in 

study. Function 1 for the visiting teacher—ease work 

service with the individual pupil toward the correction of 

certain personal, social, or emotional maladjustments;' 

problem le—problems involving learning difficulties, 

ineffective study habits; problem 4b—problems involving 

disturbed family relations, Inadequate supervision* 

27. Basic reason for referral—wants to get married, 

5 cases. Proper referral to the counselor based on func-

tion 1 and problem 4d,e,f of the criteria for counselors, 

function 1—collecting, organising* and Interpreting 

information appropriate to an understanding of the pupil's 

abilities, aptitudes, interests, and other personal char-

acteristic® related to education-career planning and 

progress, and satisfactory personal-social adjustment; 

problem 4-d,e,f—courtship, sex, engagements, marriage. 

28. Basic reason for referral—advice on weight 

problem, 3 cases. Proper referral to the counselor based 
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on function 3 and problem 2a of the criteria for coun-

selors, function 5—-providing individual ©ounaeling to: 

(a) kelp the pupil and parent develop a better under-

standing of the pupil's characteristics and potentialities, 

(b) help the pupil, with parents' assistance, make educa-

tional and career plans in the light of understanding 

self, in relation to opportunities and requirements, 

(c) stimulate and assist the pupil in carrying out appro-

priate plans for education and career, and (d) prepare 

selected pupils and their parents for referral to other 

appropriate sources of assistance? problem 2a--health and 

physical development, underweight or overweight. 

29. Basic reason for referral—fighting, 4 oases. 

Improper referral to the counselor; should have been 

referred to the visiting teacher on the basis of function 

1 and problem 2a ©f the criteria for visiting teachers. 

Function 1—case work service with the individual pupil 

toward the correction of certain personal, social, or 

emotional maladjustments5 problem 2a—problems Involving 

social behavior, fighting. 

JO. Basic reason for referral—failure to have 

materials, 3 cases* Improper referral to the counselor? 

should have been referred to the visiting teacher based on 

function 2 and problem 4e,f. Function 2—case work 

service with parents as an integral part of the task of 
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helping the pupil, to increase parents' understanding, 

their constructive participation and their use of appro-

priate resources? problem 4c,f—problems involving 

disturbed family relations, poverty, and lack of under-

standing and cooperation with the school* 

The criteria were compared to the thirty basic 

categories for referral to the counselor®. The soundness 

of the referral was determined and the results recorded 

by function number, problem number, and subproblem letter 

of the criteria to the specific basic reason for refer-

ral. 

Examination of the soundness of the referrals to the 

counselors revealed that some referral® were appropriate 

and proper and some were inappropriate and Improper, This 

@xa®ination also revealed that some referral® could have 

been referred to either the counselor or the visiting 

teacher and were recorded as being appropriate and proper 

referrals. The three areas of soundness ©f referrals 

were tabulated in the following tables (Tables III, IV, 

and ¥), The referrals were arranged numerically and per-

centagewise in descending order. 

Table III indicates that 77*5 P©^ cent of the 

referrals to the counselor were appropriate. 
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TABLE H I 

TOIfBlE 1MB FSHCMSAGS 01 CABSS WHICH UEE1 FiiDPIS 
mWEMMm TO TH£> GOtiMiiMJj'RB OP IKE 

SELECTED JUIIOE HIGH SCHOOLS 

Category 
Number Basic Seasons for Referral fo, ©f 

Case a 
Percentage 
of Cases 

1 Academic failure 143 20.4 
2 Information on college 65 9.3 
3 Improper sexual behavior 58 8.3 
4 Academic weakness 39 : 5-6 
6 1 JBaaotional instability 35 4,7 
9 Improper language 29 4.1 
10 idvic© on boy-girl rela-

tions 28 4,0 
11 Selection of program 23 3*3 
13 | Jealousy and envy 1? i 2,4 
15 i Eowdyism 16 2.3 
16 | Vocational information 13 1.9 
17 I Sensitivity to criticism 12 1.7 
18 ; Feelings too sensitive 11 1.6 
19 Daydreams—flights of 

fantasy 10 1.4 
20 Cheating on tests 9 I 1.3 
22 I I»acJs; of interest in school 7 1.0 
24 Evidence of mental illness 7 1.0 
25 1 Iiaproper dress or clothing 6 .9 
26 Failure to do homework 6 .9 
27 Wants to get married 5 .7 
28 Advice on weight problem 5 .7 

Total 542 77.5 

Sable IV indicates that 22,5 per cent of the refer-

rals to the counselor were inappropriate and should have 

been referred to the visiting teacher. Table ¥ indicates 

that 20 per cent of the referrals considered appropriate 

could have been referred to either on® of the two pupil 

personnel officers. 
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TABLE IV 

IMBEE U P PEHCaNTAGi) OF TOTAL OASIS WHICH W3SB& 
IrtP£0P£i& IffifJjEKiLS TO IfiHK COUHS3SLOBS Of 

TEE SELECTED JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS 

Category 
lumber Basic .Reason for Referral Ho, of 

Cases 
Percentage 
of Cases 

5 
7 
8 
12 
14 
21 
23 

29 
50 

Functional illness 
Immature behavior 
Gossiping and lying 
Cutting classes frequently 
Theft 
Withdrawal behavior 
Improper attitude to 

authority 
fighting 
failure to have materials 

39 
31 
50 
20 
16 
8 

7 
4 
3 

5.5 
4.4 
4.3 
2.9 
2.3 
1.1 

1.0 
• 6 
.4 

Total | 158 22,5 

TABLE V 

MMBSFI AND PJBCSMTA&& OF TOTAL QA&'EB WHICH WSII£ MWEMBEB 
TO SITESE T M GQVMMLQM OR W VISITING TSACH11 

OF mm SELECTS© JOTIOB HIGH SCHOOLS 

Category 
lumber Basie Season for Seferral No. of 

Cases 
Percentage 
of Cases 

4 
5 
6 
19 

22 
24 
26 

Academic weakness 
functional illness 
Emotional instability 
Daydreams—flights of 

fantasy 
Lack of interest in school 
iSvidence of mental illness 
failure to do homework 

59 
59 
53 

10 
7 
? 
6 

5.5 
5.5 
4.7 

1.4 
1*0 
1.0 
.9 

Total 141 20.0 
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Comparison of Criteria with Heferrals 
to Yisiting Teachers 

The soundness of the referrals was determined by 

using the appropriate function number, problem number, and 

subproblem letter as they applied to each of the specific 

twenty categories for referral to the visiting teacher. 

The basic reasons for referral to the visiting teacher are 

listed in Chapter III, fable II, page 51« 

1. Basic reason for referral—attendance, 55 cases, 

Proper referral to the visiting teacher based on function 

1 and problem 5a,b,e of the criteria for visiting teach-

ers. function 1—case work service with the individual 

pupil toward correction of certain personal, social, or 

emotional maladjustments; problem 5a,b»c—problems 

involving attendance, persistent truancy, persistent 

tardiness, persistent cutting of classes. 

2. Basic reason for referral—home problems, 21 

cases. Proper referral as they could have been referred 

to either the visiting teacher or the counselor based on 

function 5 and problem 9a»b,c of the criteria for coun-

selors and functions 2 and 3 and problem 4a—f of the 

criteria for visiting teachers. Function 3 for coun-

selors—providing individual counseling tot (a) help the 

pupil and parents develop a better understanding of the 

pupil's characteristics and potentialities, (d) prepare 
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selected pupils and their parents for referral to other 

appropriate sources of assistance} problem 9&tb,c--*family 

problems: parents who do not understand, sibling rivalry, 

unable to confide in parents, function 2 for the visiting 

teacher—case work service with the parents as an integral 

part of the task of helping the pupil, to increase par-

ent®' understanding, their constructive participation and 

their use of appropriate resource®; function 3—ease con-

sultation and collaboration with other school personnel to 

gather and give information on a case, and to establish 

and plan for respective roles in the modification of the 

pupil's behavior; problem 4a-f—•problems involving dis-

turbed family relations: neglect, inadequate supervision, 

poverty, poor social standards, behavior difficulties due 

to unsatisfactory family relationships, and lack of under-

standing or cooperation with the school, 

3. Basic reason for referral—economic, 20 cases. 

Proper referral to the visiting teacher on the basis of 

functions 2 and 4 and'problem 4a-d of the criteria for 

visiting teachers. Function 2—case work service with the 

parents as an integral part of the task of helping the 

pupil, to increase the parents' understanding, their con-

structive participation and their use of appropriate 

resources; function 4—cooperate actively with the person 

in charge of pupil personnel service in referral of 
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pupils, cooperate with parents, contact with community 

social agencies for coordination of school social work 

services with the work of those agencies, and cooperation 

with such agencies in determining need for and develop-

ment of additional case work services 5 problem 4-a-d— 

problems involving disturbed family relations: neglect, 

inadequate supervision, poverty, poor social standards. 

4. Basic reason for referral—academic failure, 19 

cases# Improper referral to the visiting teacher; should 

have been referred to the counselor based on function 1 

and problem la-e of the criteria for counselors, function 

1—collecting, organising, and interpreting information 

appropriate to an understanding of the pupil's abilities, 

aptitudes, and interests, and other personal character-

istics related to education-career planning and progress, 

and satisfactory personal-social adjustments problem 

la-e—adjustment to school works time spent in study, 

worry about grades, worry about examinations, unable to 

concentrate, trouble with teachers, 

Basic reason for referral--emotional, 12 cases. 

Proper referral as they could have been referred to either 

the visiting teacher or the counselor based on function 1 

and problem 6a~d of the criteria for counselors and func-

tions 1 and 5 and problem 3a.~j of the criteria for 

visiting teachers, function 1 for counselors—collecting, 
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organising, and interpreting information appropriate to an 

understanding of the pupil's abilities, aptitudes, inter-

ests, and other personal characteristics related to 

education-career planning and progress, and satisfactory 

personal-social adjustment; problem 6a-d—social-psycho-

logical : arguments, feelings easily hurt, likes and 

dislikes of certain persons, jealousy, function 1 of the 

criteria for the visiting teacher—case work service with 

the individual pupil toward the correction of certain per-

sonal, social, or emotional maladjustmentf function 3 for 

the visiting teacher—case consultation and collaboration 

with other school personnel, to gather and give informa-

tion on a case, and to establish and plan for respective 

roles in the modification of the pupil's behaviorf problem 

3a~j—problems involving behavior difficulties caused by 

anxiety, nervousness, lack of friends, withdrawal, hyper-

activity, seclusiveness, fantasy, erratic or bizarr© 

behavior. 

6. Basic reason for referral—poor attitude toward 

school, 11 cases* Proper referral as these could have 

been referred to either the counselor or the visiting 

teacher based on function 1 and problems 1® and 12b,c of 

the criteria for counselors and function 3 and problems Id 

and 4b of the criteria for visiting teachers. Function 1 

for the counselor—collecting, organizing, and interpreting 
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information appropriate to an understanding of the pupil*s 

abilities, aptitudes, interests, and other personal char-

acteristics related to education-career planning and 

progress, and satisfactory personal-social adjustment; 

problem 1©—adjustment to school work s trouble with 

teachers| problem 12b,c—curriculum and teacher problems: 

dull ©lasses, teachers hard to get along with. Function 3 

for visiting teacher—case consultation and collaboration 

with other school personnel, to gather and give informa-

tion on a case, and to establish and plan for respective 

roles in the modification of the pupil's behavior; problem 

Id—problems involving learning difficulties: lack of 

interest in schoolj problem 4b—problems involving dis-

turbed family relations, inadequate supervision, 

7. Basic reason for referral—discipline, 10 cases, 

Proper referral to the visiting teacher on the basis of 

functions 1 and 5 and problems 2, 3a,b,e,i,j, and 4b,e,f 

of the criteria for visiting teachers, function 1—caa© 

work service with the individual pupil toward correction 

of certain personal, social, or emotional maladjustments; 

function 3—-case consultation with other school personnel, 

to gather and give information on a case, and to establish 

and plan for respective roles in the modification of the 

pupil's behavior; problem 2—problems involving social 

behavior? fighting, rebellion, cruelty, temper tantrums, 
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stealing* cheating, lying, distinctiveness5 problem 

3a,b»@,i,4—problems involving behavior difficulties 

caused by anxiety, deviant sex behavior, erratic or 

bizarre behavior; problem 4b,®,f—problems involving 

disturbed family relations? inadequate supervision, 

behavior difficulties due to unsatisfactory family rela-

tionships, lack of understanding or cooperation with the 

school. 

8. Basic reason for referral--social adjustment, 10 

cases, Propez* referral as these cases could have been 

referred to either the counselor or the visiting teacher 

based on function 1 and problems 6* and 7&~& of the 

criteria for counselors and function 1 and problems 2, 3, 

and 4a of the criteria for visiting teachers. Function 1 

for counselors---collecting, organizing, and interpreting 

information appropriate to an understanding of the pupil's 

abilities, aptitudes, interests, and other personal char-

acteristics related to education-career planning and 

progress, and satisfactory personal-social adjustment; 

problem 5—social and recreational? dancing, awkwardness 

in meeting people, etiquette, appearance, conversational 

ability? problem 6—social psychological1 arguments, 

feelings easily hurt, likes and dislikes of certain per-

sons, jealousy; problem 7a~d—personal-psychological: 

losing temper, taking things too seriously, afraid of 
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making mistakes, daydreaming. Function 1 of the criteria 

for risiting teachers—case work service with the indi-

vidual pupil toward correction of certain personal, social, 

or emotional maladjustmentsf problem 2—problems involving 

social behaviors fighting , rebellion, cruelty, temper 

tantrums, stealing, cheating, lying, Abstractiveness? 

problem 3—problems involving behavior difficulties caused 

by anxiety, nervousness, lack of friends, withdrawal, 

hyperactivity, seclusiveness, physical complaints without 

physical cause, fantasy, deviant sex behavior, erratic or 

bizarre behaviorj problem 4a—problems involving* disturbed 

family relations: neglect, inadequate supervision, 

poverty, poor social standards> behavior difficulties due 

to unsatisfactory family relationships. 

9. Basic reason for referral—-suspected mentally 

retarded, 9 cases. Proper referral as they could have 

been referred to either the counselor or the visiting 

teacher on the basis of function 3 and problems Id, 5®* 

and 7d of the criteria for counselors and functions 1 and 

3 and problems la,e and 3J of the criteria for visiting 

teachers. Function 3 of the criteria for counselors— 

providing individual counseling to (a) help the pupil and 

parents to develop a better understanding of the pupil's 

characteristics and potentialities, (b) help the pupil, 

with parents' assistance, make educational and career 
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plana* in light of self, in relation to opportunities and 

requirements, (c) stimulate and assist the pupil in carry-

ing out appropriate plans tor education and career, and 

(d) prepare selected pupil© and their parents for referral 

to other appropriate sources of assistance! problem Id— 

adjustment to sahool work, unable to concentrate; problem 

5c-—social-psychological: likes and dislikes of certain 

persons; problem 7d—personal-psychological: daydreaming, 

function 1 of the criteria, for visiting teachers—case 

work service with individual pupils toward correction of 

certain personal, social, or emotional maladjustments; 

function 3—case consultation and collaboration with other 

school personnel, to gather and give Information on a 

case, and to establish and plan respective roles in the 

modification of the pupil' s behaviorj problems la,e—•-prob-

lems involving learning difficulties: inability to master 

subject matter, personal equalities detrimental to learn-

ing! problem pj—problems involving behavior difficulties 

caused by erratic or bizarre behavior. 

10« Basic reason for referral—-stealing, 6 eases# 

Proper referral to the visiting teacher on the basis of 

function 1 and problem 2e of the criteria for visiting 

teachers* Function 1—case work service with the indi-

vidual pupil toward correction of certain personal, 
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social, or emotional .maladjustments? problem 2e—problems 

involving social behavior, stealing, 

11, Basic reason for referral—-difficulty with the 

police, 5 cases. Proper referral to the visiting teacher 

based on functions 1 and 4 and problems 2a,e,h and 4a,b of 

the criteria for visiting teachers, function 1*—case wori£ 

service with the individual pupil toward the correction of 

certain personal* social» or emotional maladjustments; 

function 4—cooperate actively with the person in charge 

of pupil personnel services in referral of pupils, cooper-

ate with parents, contact with community social agencies 

for coordination of school social work services with the 

work of those agencies, and cooperate with such agencies 

in determining need for and development of additional case 

work resources| problem 2a,e,h—problems involving social 

behavior: fighting, stealing, destructives ss| problem 

4a,b—problems involving disturbed family relations? 

neglect, inadequate supervision. 

12. Basic reason for referral—vulgar language, 5 

cases. Improper referral to the visiting teacherj should 

have been referred to the counselor on the basis of fun©-* 

tion 1 and problem 8b,c,d of the criteria for counselors. 

Function 1—collecting, organizing, and interpreting 

information appropriate to an understanding of the pupil's 

abilities, aptitudes, and interests, and other personal 
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charac t e ri s 11c s related to education-career planning and 

progress, and satisfactory personal-social adjustment; 

problem 8b,c,d—moral and religionsi profanity, bad 

habits, ideal©, 

13. Basic reason for referral—health, 5 cases. 

Proper referral as these cases could have been referred 

to either the counselor or the visiting teacher based on 

function 1 and problem 2&-d of the criteria for coun-

selors and function 2 and problem 3g of the criteria for 

visiting teachers* function 1 for counselors—collecting, 

organizing, and interpreting information appropriate to an 

understanding of the pupil's abilities, aptitudes, inter-

ests, and other personal characteristics related to 

education-career planning and progress, and satisfactory 

personal-social adjustment; problem 2a-d—health and 

physical developments underweight or overweight, weak 

eyes, complexion, posture. Function 2 for visiting teach-

ers—case work service with parents as an Integral part of 

the task of helping the pupil, to increase the parents' 

understanding, their constructive participation, and their 

use of appropriate resources; problem 3g—problems involv-

ing behavior difficulties caused by physical complaints 

without physical cause. 

14, Basic reason for referral—fighting, 3 cases. 

Proper referral to the visiting teacher based on function 
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1 and problem 2a of the criteria for visiting teachers. 

Function 1-—ease work service with the individual pupil 

toward the correction of certain personal, social, or 

emotional maladjustments; problem 2a—problems involving 

social behavior: fighting. 

15, Basic reason for referral—planning marriage, 

2 cases* Improper referral to the visiting teacher? 

should have been referred to the counselor on the basis 

of function 1 and problem 4e of the criteria for coun-

selors, function 1—collecting, organizing* and 

interpreting information appropriate to an understanding 

of the pupil's abilities, aptitudes, interests, and other 

personal characteristics related to education-career 

planning and progress, and satisfactory personal-social 

adjustment; problem 4e—courtship, sex, and marriage, 

16. Basic reason for referral—runaways, 2 cases. 

Proper referral to the visiting teacher based on functions 

1 and 4 and problem 5a of the criteria for visiting teach-

ers. Function 1—case work service with the individual 

pupil toward the correction of certain personal, social, 

or emotional maladjustments; function A—cooperate 

actively with the person in charge of pupil personnel 

service in referral of pupils, cooperate with the parents, 

contact community social agencies for coordination of 

school social work services with the work of those 
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agencies» and cooperate with such, agencies in determining 

need for and development of additional work resources; 

problem —problems involving attendances persistent 

truancy. 

17. Basic reason for referral—fear of others at 

school, 2 cases. Proper referral to the visiting teacher 

on the basis of function 1 and problem 3&,b,&,f of the 

criteria for visiting teachers* function 1—case work 

service with the individual pupil toward the correction 

of certain personal* social, or ©motional maladjustments; 

problem 3a,b,d,f-<—problems involving behavior difficul-

ties caused by anxiety, nervousness, withdrawal, 

seclusivenees. 

18. Basic reason for referral—functional Illness, 

1 case. Proper referral to the visiting teacher based on 

function 1 and problem 3g of the criteria for visiting 

teachers. Function 1—case work service with the indi-

vidual pupil toward the correction of certain personal, 

social, or ©motional maladjustments? problem 5g—problems 

involving behavior difficulties caused by physical com-

plaints without physical cause. 

19. Basic reason for referral—vandalism, 1 case. 

Proper referral to the visiting teacher based on functions 

1 and 3 and problem 2h of the criteria for the visiting 

teacher. Function 1—case work service with the individual 
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pupil toward the correction of certain personal, social, 

or emotional maladjustments; function 3—case consultation 

with, other school personnel, to gather and give informa-

tion on a case* and to establish and plan respective roles 

for the modification of the pupil's behavior} problem 2h— 

problems involving social behaviors destruetivenees, 

20, Basis reason for referral—immature, 1 case. 

Proper referral to the visiting teacher based on function 

1 and problem 3a,b,d,f of the criteria for visiting teach-

ers. Junction 1—case work service with the individual 

pupil toward the correction of certain personal, social, 

or emotional maladjustments; problem 3a,b,d,f—•problems 

involving behavior difficulties caused by anxiety, ner-

vousness, withdrawal, seclusiveness, 

Examinati on of the application of the criteria to the 

referrals to the visiting teacher© revealed that some 

referrals were appropriate and proper while others were 

improperly referred. Some of the referrals could have 

been made to either the counselor or the visiting teacher 

and were recorded as having been properly referred. These 

areas of proper and improper referrals are tabulated in 

Tables VI, VII, and VIII. 

Table VI indicates that 87 per cent of the referrals 

to the visiting teacher were proper referrals. 
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TABUS VI 

lUimtiH AMD mUGWTAOS OF TOTAL Ŝ ffttKKALS TO THE 
VlrilTIUa fMAOIilKS -WHICH WSEi Bli'iiBiiALS 

Category 
lumber Basic Beason for Eeferral !©» of 

Oases 
Percent age 
of Cases 

1 Attendance 55 27,5 
2 Home problems 21 i 10.5 
3 Economic 20 10.0 
5 Emotional 12 6.0 
6 Poor attitude toward 

school 11 5.5 
7 Discipline 10 5.0 
8 Social adjustment 10 5*0 
9 Suspected mentally 

retarded 9 4.5 
10 Stealing 6 3.0 
11 Difficulty with police 5 2.5 
15 Health 5 2.5 
14 fighting 3 1.5 
16 Kunaways 2 1.0 
17 fear of others at school 2 1.0 
18 functional illness 1 .5 
19 Vandalism 1 .5 
20 Immature 1 .5 

Total 174- 87.0 

Table VII indicates that 13 per cent of the refer-

rals to the visiting teacher were improper and should 

have -been referred to the counselor# Table VIII indi-

cates that 24 per cent of the referrals considered proper 

could have been referred to either the counselor or the 

visiting teacher. 
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TABLS ¥11 

OTMBjSS M B P&ECEHTAGE 01 TOTAL ESfSEMLS WHICH WERE 
IMPHOP.BR B£7££RALB $0 TMifi VISITIKG TSACIISS 

Of THA SELECTED JUHIOk HIGH SCHOOLS 

Category 
Wvmb@r Basle Season, for Heferral Ho. of 

Cases 
Percentage 
of Cases 

4 
12 
15 

Academic failure 
Vulgar language 
p i n ry tttjaYvT**f £i£ra Jfe J» cujjyr>l» !*>* Mic*<*• <& Jl 

19 
5 
2 

9.5 
2,5 
1.0 

Total 26 13.0 

TABLS VIII 

ITOMBSH 4MB PESCMTAGS OF CASKS MfEMESP TO THE 
Y1BXTIMQ TBACHEBS WHICH COULD HAVE MEM 

mFERRED TO ELTSm THE VISITING 
TSACHSfi CM THE COUNSELOH 

Category 
lumber Basic Eeason for Eeferral lo. of 

Cases 
Percentage 
of Cases 

2 
5 
6 

8 
9 

13 

Horn© problem 
Emotional 
Poor attitude toward 

school 
Social adjustment 
Suspected mentally 

retarded 
Health 

21 
12 

11 
10 

9 
5 

10.5 
6.0 

5.5 
5.0 

4.5 
2.5 

Total m 54.0 
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The criteria for both the counselor and the visiting 

teacher were compared with the twenty categories or rea-

sons for referral to the visiting teacher. The soundness 

of the referral was determined by describing the function 

umbert problem number» and subproblest letter ©f the 

criteria which seemed to best fit the referral. 

This chapter was concerned with the comparison of the 

criteria which served as a guide with the categorical rea-

sons for referral. In the process of this comparison each 

individual categorical reason for referral to both the 

counselor and the visiting teacher was investigated in 

order to determine the appropriateness of the referral, 

this comparison was made to determine whether the referral 

was made to the proper pupil personnel worker* whether it 

should have been mad© to another agency, or whether it 

could have been referred to either. More specifically* 

the criteria were compared to the individual categories 

and were considered and evaluated in the light of their 

nature as compared to the established practices. The 

results of these comparisons were presented in descriptive 

and tabular form. The result® indicate a need for a clear 

description of the functions and tasks of these two pupil 

personnel positions. The full implications of these com-

parisons are presented in the following chapter. 



CHAPT&R ¥ 

SUmASX, COHCLtfSIOlfS, IIP IffiCCflMMDATIOHS 

Summary 

!Ms study was divided into five major divisions or 

chapters» Chapter I was concerned with the atat©ment of 

the problem, the hypothesis, the procedures for ©©nest-

ing the data relative to the study, and the procedures 

for treatment ©f those data, Chapter II was limited to 

the selection of the criteria to he used in the study, 

the description of the functions of both the counselor 

and the visiting teacher, and the problems met by these 

two pupil personnel workers* Chapter III was confined to 

the collection of data relative to the referrals made to 

both the counselors and the visiting teachers in the 

selected school system, fhe reasons for referral were 

taken from the referral cards to these two pupil person-

nel workers. She referrals were arranged into basic 

reasons or categories and these categories put into 

tabular form, Bach category was explained by itemizing 

each specific referral Included in the category. Chap-

ter IV was concerned with the determination of the 

soundness of the referrals to the counselors and visiting 

94 
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teachers. The determination of the soundness ©f the 

referral was accomplished by taking each specific category 

and applying the functions and problems met by the coun-

selors and visiting teachers to determine whether the 

referral was proper or improper# The soundness of the 

referrals was shown in tabular forms proper referrals, 

improper referrals, and referrals which could have been 

made to either pupil personnel worker. The results of 

comparing the criteria with the referrals are sumaariaed 

in the following statement©! 

1, There were thirty categorical reasons for refer-

rals to the counselors* 

2. There were twenty categorical reasons for refer-

ral to the visiting teachers. 

3. The categorical reasons for referral to the 

counselor ranged from .4 per cent to 20.4 per cent of the 

total number of referrals. 

4, The categorical reasons for referral to the 

visiting teacher ranged from #5 per cent to 27.5 P®** cent 

of the total number of referrals. 

5« According to the selected criteria, 52.1 per cent 

of all referrals to the counselor were conaidered proper. 

6. According to the selected criteria, 55 per cent 

of all of the referrals to the visiting teacher were con-

sidered proper. 
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7. According to the selected criteria, 17• 2 per cent 

of all tii® referrals to the counselor were considered 

improper as they should have h#@n referred to the visiting 

teacher. 

8. According to the selected criteria, 13 p®r cent 

of all of the referrals to the visiting teacher were con-

sidered improper as they should have been referred to the 

counselor. 

9. According to the selected criteria, 20 per cent 

of all of the referrals to the counselor could h&ve been 

properly referred to either the counselor or the visiting 

teacher, 

10* According to the selected criteria* 34* per cent 

of all of the referrals to the visiting teacher could have 

been properly referred to either the visiting teacher or 

the counselor. 

Conclusions 

After study and evaluation of the results obtained 

from the comparison of the criteria with the referrals to 

the two pupil personnel workers, the following conclusions 

are presented* 

1. fhe hypothesis of this study was accepted with 

reservations since the findings indicated that 86 per cent 

of the referrals to both pupil personnel workers were 
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consistent with. the selected criteria. This percentage 

was derived from the fact that approximately 53 per &«nt 

of the total referrals were proper and approximately 53 

per cent of the referrals could have been referred to 

either agency. 

2« lEhe data obtained indicated that there was 

approximately the same percentage of proper referrals to 

both the counselors and visiting t@ach.ers* 

3. fiie data obtained indicated that there was 

approximately the same percentage of improper referrals 

to both, the counselors and visiting teachers. 

4. She data obtained indicated that there was 

approximately the same percentage of referrals to the two 

pupil personnel workers which could have been referred to 

either of these two agencies, 

Hecoinmendationa 

After studying the findings and conclusions# the fol-

lowing reeoiaiaendations are presented! 

1, further study of various divisions of duties of 

the counselor and visiting teacher programs is needed. 

Study is needed especially in the areas of emotional 

instability* attitude toward school, and mental illness. 

Jhese area© appear to overlap and referrals in these areas 

have been made to both, the counselor and the visiting 
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teacher* Studies should he made to determine the number 

and type of eases handled by the counselor and the number 

and type of caeeg handled by the visiting teacher* A 

study of this type should determine whether a definite 

division ©an he made in these areas or whether the team 

approach to these problem areas is indicated* 

2. It is recommended that clear, concise, and valid 

criteria which underlie the counseling and viaiting 

teacher programs should be made conveniently available to 

each person responsible for referrals in any capacity. 

3. It is recommended that each pupil personnel 

worker be furnished with guiding principles which will 

serve to define the boundaries of his functions and 

responsibilities in order that he may perform laore ade-

quately to the ultimate advantage of the child. 



APPENDIX A 

Ii@gal Base for Counselors 

Minimum Foundation School Law® (Senate Bills 115* 

116, and IX? as amended in 195?* Article 2922-12 Sec. 2, 

$© effectuate the foundation School Program proposed and 

guaranteed herein, school districts are authorized to 

utilize the following position® and services: 

A* Professional Positions . . . . 

3. Supervisors and/or counselors. 

Requirements for Counselors Certificate of Approval 

Applicant shall: 

1# i*@ssess at least a bachelor's degree from an 

approved institution of higher learning. 

2, Possess one of the following teacher*s certifi-

cates, permanent high school, permanent elementary, 

six-year elementary, four-year high school, or six-year 

high school. 

3, Devote at least two thirds of his time to coun-

seling and guidance activities, 

4, Have additional qualifications through profes-

sional preparation or work experience. Applicant must 
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satisfy til® requirements in on© or the other of the 

following section®. 

Section A, Includes 18 hows of advanced course 

credit (junior level or above) in approved courses 

relating specifically to the field of counseling and 

guidance in elementary or secondary school®* lours dis-

tributed among the fields of principles and philosophy of 

guidance services; understanding the Individual? col-

lecting, evaluating, and using occupational and 

educational information; techniques of counseling; and 

a ©ours® of supervised practice in counseling, or by 

completion of a Master's degree program specifically 

approved by the Stat© Ooasaissioner of Education for the 

preparation of counselors. 

Section B. By having continuous prior service as a 

counselor in the Texas Public School System since the 

school year 1948-49.^ 

Factors Determining the Counselor's Activities 

The nature and extent of the counselor's responsi-

bility are determined by the needs of the particular 

school and community. The school administrator, aided by 

the help and recommendations of the counselor, is 

1 
Texas Education Agency, Handbook for Local School 

Officials, Bulletin 555 (Austin,' Texas,^rII7^9 w T * ~ 
pp.49-50. 
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responsible for determining the nature, extent* and 

priority of the counselor's activities. Among the fac-

tor® usually considered ares 

Apparent or expressed needs of the school staff for 

further assistance in the guidance aspect of the instruc-

tional program# 

Apparent or expressed concern of parents and pupils. 

Objectives of the educational program* 

Preparation and special ©kills of the counselor as 

well as his background of educational work experiences. 

Structure and scope of personnel services in the 

school* 

Beadiness of the school staff, students, and com-

munity to utilize this service. 

Physical facilities of the school. 

Size of the student body. 

Scope and nature of the data to be kept on individual 
2 

©tudents* 

£egal Base for Visiting teachers 

Minimum foundation School Laws (Senate Bills 115, 

116, and 117) a© amended in 1957* Article 2922-12 Sec. 2. 

. school districts are authorized to utilize the 

""Texas Education Agency, Handbook for Local School 
Officials* Bulletin (Austin,' #exast 195fe)» p. 
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following positions and servioea. . . . 3* Special 

service toackers, among which, shall be included librar-

ians, school nurses, school physicians, visiting teachers 

and itinerant teachers,M 

acquirements for Visiting 1'eacher' s 
Certificate of Approval 

lay teacher holding a regular teaching certificate 

may be designated as a visiting teacher, fhe function of 

such a teacher shall b© to improve school attendance by 

assisting with the adjustment of pupils who have diffi-

culty in adapting themselves to school living. In order 

to understand better the problems of individual pupils, 

home visits and other contacts with pupils and their 

parents will be a major activity of the visiting teacher.^ 

the following requirements are applicable in addition 

to the preceding statement: 

1. $h@ Pupil, his family, and the Coajaunity (at 
least 9 semester hours#) This area provides the 
prospective visiting teacher with an understanding of 
children and youth and the relationship of th© family 
and community to child growth and development. 

2» Besource Areas (at least 21 semester hours), 
fhe college or university should assist the student 
to achieve a balanced program of teacher education by 
giving attention to related resource areas, The 
amount of emphasis given to an area should depend on 

x 
•'Texas Education Agency, Policies jgelating to School 

SS| qualifications of Certain ProfesaioSil 
PersonnelT^ulletin Mo. 1 (Austin, Texaa, 1950J, p. J. 
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the previous preparation and total experience of the 
student• 

these advanced level studies are not necessarily 
represented by a sequence ©f semester hour courses, 
fhey are planned programs to meet the need of the 
individual student and may contain carefully devel-
oped and supervised field experience, fhey are 
intended to assure professional competence* 

Upon completion of the professional program, the 
student should have developed an understanding of the 
various welfare and other programs in which community 
agencies work cooperatively with the schools. $he 
student should know the techniques necessary for 
integrating the community services with the school 
program, The means of securing good public relations# 
the ability to explain the puxposes and aims of all 
phases of the total school program,, and a knowledge 
of mental health are among the other understandings 
which the prospective visiting teacher should have. 
He also needs an understanding of the principles and 
techniques of social casework and, through supervised 
practice to develop the ability to do effective 

visitation. 4 

it 

Texas Education Agency, Standards for Teacher 
H i l i a o j ff,p§,» Bulletin lo. 574 UuifTn, fexas, 
1955) i pp« 41-42, 
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REFERRAL TO COUNSELOR 

* 

.D..< N a m e f^.&rsAttfcSrbrrrn.... 

TlZ-
S u b j e c t I...-. 
R e a s o n ' 

J 

T e a c h e r 

/ 

Date. a - ? - * / 
2~; A/d* 

Visiting Teacher-

Child's Last Name 

Date of Bi Birth 

Father's Last Name u 2 

Age 

CTl g_dQ^€-

First Name^ 
fL 

Middle Name Address Telephone 

Grado Teacher School 

d L 
First Name Address Employment ^ ^ ®us- Telephone 

fitr.n/t / W . c — / f t *• 
Mother's Last Name First Name Address Employment Bus. Telephone 

Guardian 

Siblings: 
J CO* - \ Q 

Referral Made By: 

file-£ 
Position , 

i/.e 
Season for Referral: ^ 

C.Ja*/ 7 & o*/ t,d«. '*/ fh P (jh.e*A-* - S t > ~ v o**~ 7~a 
7* ) 

tfame of Test Date Results 
•)• 

4 ^ £ k . 
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